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Film exposes
nuclear war
Bf Kris

"The everyday )ife aspect was
Snow
the best part. I realized then
Students expres·sed feelings
that what they showed was less
of helplessness, ·frustration,
than what would really
anger and hope in a discussion
happen," he said.
of the television movie "The
Part of the discussion
Day After" last night. :
focused on a speech in the
The group of JO gathered in
movie by the US President in
the Notch Room was one of 13
di s·c us s ion groups co- which he claims that "our
virtues have been defended. ··
sponsored by Students - for
"I feel frustration and anger
Disarmament and Peace and
· at top people," Quinn said.
Students For Cranston.
An estimated 50 million ·~we have to trust those
people."
people. watched the ABC $7
UNH student Susan
million movie, · "The Dav
After", in which an atomic war 'Richardson $aid the President
meant that freedom was the
destroyed Kansas City,
reason for the nuclear war.
Missouri arid left much of the
"Why stop fighting for
nation in ruins.
freedom now?" she asked. "If
According to Michael
Quinn, one of 18 leaders you're going to start it, you
trained to initiate discussion; might as well go all the wa·y
"Is life worth preserving, or
the pr_oj_e ct was organized "tQ
provide a safe, comfortable . the government worth .
Students watched "The Day After," a rii~vie about nuclear confrontation between the Soviet environment to express preserving? I guess some people
.say, . "Why go on living if you
Union and the United States in the MUB's Seacoast Lounge on Sunday night.(Jim Millard photo) emotions.,, .
"We need to deal . with can't . have a democratic
ourselves and with others on government?" she said.
Several students said they
the issue of nuclear · war,"
would question their will to live
Quinn said.
Following the two hour and after such an incident. ·
••1 wonder if I could be a '
By Rob Hintz
on criminal procedure last immunitv with their naivete' fifteen minute presentation,
trooper, if I could help
good
near
live
I
glad
"I'm
said
Quinn
hurt
to
not
wishes
thefr
and
'"students
said
also
"The Durham Police want to Tuesday,
make an arrest and cause are invited down to the police anybodv,.and this can get them . Portsmouth. I'm close to Pease anyone ,· if I lived,•: Murphy
Air Force Base, and it'd be over said.
·
.~
·
trouble for people. They're out · station for questioning, and,.
~~.
with quickly·.''
· , Other students said at first
there. right now just looking for' · after signing a waiver·regarding\c · LEGAL, pag! 4 ·
Murphy
~ris
C_
Facilitator
police
the
rights,
Miranda
their
something to do," said Mark
NUCLEAR, page 5
described the filin as "intense".
Sullivan, one of ,he three make a case against the student
lawyers of the UN H Legal using his own statements."
Sullivan wants to lift
Services.
If a student is arrested students' level of awareness
Sullivan gives this advice: '"No regardii:ig the l~w and the
matter what the charge is. police. Students at UN H are
cooperate, make no state- not really aware of how the
ments, and if you're invited · police operate, he said . ·
of .the United States
Mondale wants increased
By Beth Germano
"Students feel like they are
down to the police station,
"We need a President who communication between the
With clenched fists and
· immune to legal problems. emotional one-liners Presi- understands arms control, not USSR_ and the United States,
don't go."
Sulliva·n. who gave a seminar They combine this feeling of dent i I hopeful Walter weakness. That is essential to
MONDA:f:E, page 7
Mondale told UN H that our survival."
Roriald Reagan is '"un. educable" in terms of
education.
Mondale, who leads the
democratic race for the .
primary with Sen. John Glenn
(.D-Ohio), blamed the
By Dan Landrigan
charged with arson ·earlier last
President for a decline in
·
week.
A UN H freshman was
quality education,, the
Keith Woolford, while on escalation of the arms race, and
suspended Friday after being
rounds as a UNH security poor enforcement of civil rights
officer, allegedly set fire to poli~ies .
cardboard boxes in a utility
Before a mostly appreciative
room in the basement of audience that packed the
Fairchild Hall.
Strafford Room .on Fridav,
Residents were evacuated
Mondale said "the nation is fn
while firefighters extinguished danger of losing its edge on
the small fire.
science, · education, research,
Woolford was treated · at and training."
Hood House -for smoke
He called for a "renaissance"
inhalation he suffe'red while in education which is
attempting to put out the fire. "indispensable to underHe was released · on $5000 standing the world we are in'\
persona I recognizance bail and would reinvest in
under the condirion that he not elementary and secondarv
go into Fairchild.
school education.
Captain William Cote, of the
Stating his belief -that the
UNH Bureau of Fire future needs a 'president who
Jon Butcher Axis ·r ocked the
Prevention, . said he is still understands "the dangers of the
Granite State Room Sundav
investigating the fire, but, world", Mondale said the
Night. See story, page 13. ·
· "there are signs that indicate it . Reagan Administration cannot
was arson."
claim any foreign policy
Woolford said he was sorrv accomplishments. Mondale
Calendar .................. page 5
Classified ................ page 17 . about the fire. "It started out a·s said if he were elected he would:
playing around and things got • resubmit SALT II
Comics ................... page 18
out of hand. When the alarm • call for a nuclear freeze with
Editorial ................. page I 0
started ringing, common sense the Soviet Union
Features ·····'.·····Pages 13,14
Notices .................... page 6
• create a defense policy which Walter Mondale (Scott Young photo)
ARSON, page 5 ,
~po~ts;; ..... ~ .. :.......... page 20
will contribute to the "stability"

a

Police routines are explained

Mondale speaks

Education rebirth is asked
a

Arson is suspected;
student· is charged
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Haa land
By Julie Hanaqer
When Dr. Gordon Haaland
was appoiri'ted interim
president last May, he-- and
most everyone else - expected his sojourn to end in
'
January.
' Although January is· now in
sight, it won't bring the end of
Haaland's term.
The first presidential search
to replace departed President
Evelvn Handler was abandoned in October bv the U niversitv
System of New Hampshire
Trustees. ·A new se'arch
committee has just been
. formed .and it is hoped a
president will be fou'nd by this
.
summer.
Now that Haaland's
immediate future is more
. certain, he is settling into his
role as top administrato r at the
University. He approaches his
job a though it were his for
keeps, he said.
'Tm enjoying what · I'm
doing," he said, "I intend to do
it to the hilt."
Haaland, 46, works ten
hours, from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
each day.
· This, it seems, would not
Jeave time for much else.
However, - Haaland does
manage to squeeze i-n time to
run during his lunch breaks. On
the weekends, he and his wife,
Carol, bicycle, play tennis or
ski.

~"'-

-

-

- Haaland came to UNH in began filling in for Handler,
1965 to teach Psychology. He who _ became - president of
had just completed doctoral ' Brande'is Uni .versity in
work in that field at the State Waltha_m~· Mass.
However, Haaland isn't
U niv.e rsi'ty of New York
c.onvinced administrati on . is
(S UNY) at Buffalo.

(Haaland}· wii'l do as , well· as
Academic Senate meeting.
anvone with those problems
"The president must beha-ve
because he knows them better."
as president," he said . USNH Trustee Stuar't Shaines agreed.
Marking said -the University's "He assumes all obligations
financial prqblems · will
continue until the State's
' mqney problems.. are solved.
L1niversi.ty System officials
are aware of faculty
dissatisfact ion with their
_
paychecks. Some members of the faculty
sent a letter to Haaland in
Octoper :officially protesting
one' of their lowest PPY and
benefits increases ever. The
f~wulty caucus recently
derriand~d a . IO percent pay
increase next year.
Chairman _ of the Trustees
Richard Morse said-, "The
Board has been · working on
improving salaries each ,year.
Faculty salaries will have to be ·
dealt with."
Although Haaland doesn't
feel inhibited by his temporary
position, some say the number
of interim po·sition,s left in the
wake of Haaland., clnd Vice
President for Financial Affairs
Fra-nk- _B,ach-i·ch 's . departures
· leave the University uns.t able.

"People outside the
University do not 'feel very
secure with interim_ offices ... "
said Marion James, chairperson
he
and
office
the
of
duties
and
everything.
of the Academic Sernt-te.
· necessary
"I m· 1·ss teachi·ng,'.' he say·s. "I mus·t d o w ha t ever 1s
Haaland said he hasn't
opinion."
suspect someday I will go back in his
decided whether to reapply for
·
·
to it."
Although he isn't teaching, Raymo nd Erickson,Haala.nd's the permanent president's
position . He applied during the
Haaland 's schedule is packed inte-rirn replacement as vice
original se·a rch, but withdrew
affairs
academic
for
president
,
·full.
His first chore each morning said, "He is easy to talk to. You his application because it
is to return phone calls anq, kno..,w. . he) ,R9ing to help you "didn't as tl1at point seem a
1
meet with UN H vice-presiden tt worki (the ·p roblem) .out. But gO'od fit bet""'.een the University
that quiet exterior he can and myself and what. the search
under
av
d
'
the
what
of
. "to get a sense
· committee was looking for.''
· , make a hard decision." ·
will bring."
· Hehasn'trul edoutreturn ing
quiet
his
•said
Carol
he
p.m.,
12
From 9 a.m . to
meets with people with_ personality is helpful in t~is to his position in Academic .
particular problems, such as ki'nd of job. He·is a "very steaay · _Affairs either.
Meanwhile Haaland is busy
college deans or a , vice- and dfi~~l}i,~ble_wBSrson_, very
plans for next semester.
with
,
·
.
even."
president.
UNH's problems of low He is working towards
His afternoon schedule
includes more meetings. From faculty salaries, budget cuts implement ing an _honors
, 5 to 6 p.m he sorts through mail - and subse,quent academic program at the University.
reductions plague Haaland as · Plans for the new science and
and then goes home.
·His job duesn't end there. they have past presidetns and engineerin g bu·ilding are
Haaland also · gives numerous will'future· ones. He may not be moving ahead . , As always,
speeches throughout the week. abkto do anything about these Haaland said long ·term
For example_, last Friday he problems, but not because he is enrollment objectives will be
, reviewed and n_ext year's
introduced U .S. Presidential a temporary president.
budget will be prepared .
USNH
Marking,
Kaspar
in
Mondale
Walter
candidate
He's remembering to do.it
theMUB,pl annedtomee twith Chancelor said, "Those
·
the Student Senate and made- problems won't be fixed by "to the hilt."
y.
1
quick
very
anyone
an appearance at yesterday's

Gordon Haaland works at his desk· in Thompson Hall. -(Jim Millard photo)

He said he · decided to
continue wirh academics
because Wheaton College was
geared toward graduate
considered
Haaland's newest hobbv is · education. Haaland
time but
a
for
shcool
law
painting watercolors, which he
to teach in a
is teaching himself. Before decided he wanted
painting Haaland was Universitv.
Haalari'd's research .in.eludes
interested in taking ·and
of the i~pact of small
study
a
,devd9ping p~otographs .
groups on conformity, now
people are_influenced by others
·Haaland has a long athletic
and how groups come to
playing
history which includes
decisions. Haaland moved up
varsity football and baseball at
through the ranks of .UNH's
Illinois.
in
Whea-ton College
Psychology department until
- In a soft voice he said, "l
he was chairperson.
played."
didn't play much, but I
In 1974 he came to a turning
point. He wanted to go back to
- Two years ago Haaland rode either full-time teaching or
his bike to Maine. It was a dav
higher
move on to
trip, but it was a little different administativ e position.
from most people's idea of a
He was offered the job of
going for a bike ride, his wife
Dean of Arts and Sciences at
Carol said.
the University of Maine. at
He left Dover at 4:20 a.m.
Orono (UMO). He went to
and didn't finish until he
Maine, but returned to UNH in
reached Bar Harbor, Maine at. .1979 as vice president for
10:45 p.m.---a distance of academic affairs. He held the
200 miles.
position until last May when he

a

NEWS IN BRIEF
-INTERNATIONAL

will continue to insist on counting
British and French nuclear missiles at
the Geneva arms talk . The message
came on the eve of a debate in the
Bundestag, the German lower house of
Pa'rliame.nt, on whether to proceed
with the deployment of cruise and
I s'r a e ri w a r p 1a n e s b o m b e d
Pershing I I-missiles in West Germany. '
·
the
in
positioT-ls
guerilla
Pale~tinian
is expected.
Approval
Svrian-contr olled mountains east of
Beirut, Sunday. An Israeli Kfirjet was
shot down by Syrian "air defense",
marking the first time since Israel's
1982 mvas1on of ,Lebanon that an ·
Israeli warplane has been shot pown .
The Israeli command said the targets
were "terrorist bases" that have been
the source of attacks againsf lsrae.li.
~
soldiers i_n Lebanon.

_,_Israeli s attack

-■ TIONAL

Missile s- delaye d

Plane lands
undam aged
A 78 year old woman with no flyi'ng _
exp~rience and a 59 year old woman
who had taken a six hour "pinchhitter" course safely landed a small
plane Sunday after the pilot was
fatally stricken. The women landed the
plane undamaged.

:LOCAL
·Studen ts win merit
awards

The second round of American
· Pershing 11 missiles won't be deployed .
until Septcmb.er - - nine months after
Carol Bischoff, director of
the first .group ?rrived in Europe last •.Residential Life, announced the
week: The delays are due to the length
October recipients o( the Residential
of production time and the original
Life Merit Awards. They are: James
·· Soviet leader Yuri Andropov told NATO schedule.
Dra'ke of Engelhardt Hall: Deanne
·west Germany officia-ls that Moscow ·

Deploy me_n t
approv al expe~t ed

Ethier of Randa'll Hall: LeeAnne
Fenner of Scott Hall, James
Guillemette of Gibbs Hall: Tricia
,McCarthy of Christensen Hall and Geoff Spofford . of Gibbs Hall.

Hai;-t speaks
Senator Gary Hart. a candidate for
president, will speak on Monday,
November 28 at 6 p.m. in· Hamilton
Smith Hall to journalism students.
Hart will not be speaking in the ,
Memorial Union Building, as
previous-ly announced. Instead, ·Hart
plans to speak to the public at 6:30
p.m. at Phi Mu sorority.

.WEATHER
The National Weather Service
predicts partly sunny .skies with highs
in the mid 40s for Tuesday. Tuesday
night will_be clear with lo" sin the 20s.
Wednesday caUs fo,r:s,unny skies with
highs in the lo\\'..50~. , _
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Bids opened for .
Book~tore leasing

Maintenance workers repaired damage to the windows outside of Huddleston. (Rob Bossi photo)

20 _y,~a rt..; lat,~r

Kennedy is discussed at UNH
- By Steve l\ifc'GHv°ify ancf-=

:

~~ rtority in nuclear mi ~\i:lc.-~
· Chris Heisenberg
also figured into the missile
Political analysts and · pull-out, Trout said.
historians at UN H criticanv
Another major event . in
evaluated John F. Kennedy\ · Kennedy's adm1nis_tratio-n, the
Presidency, 20 vears after his . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
ia~sassination in ·Dallas.
Political Science Professor
Thomas Trout said one reason
for Kennedy's popularity was
his "star quality." He was our
first "Hollywood president" _
according to Trout.
Trout said another reason
for the Kennedy myth was his
assassination, limiting his time
to undergo a "sober critique."
Trout said Kennedy's
strength as president was
"spiritual character." He
caused Americans to feel they .
we re "moving ; in a good
direction ."
Kennedy was also good at
crisis management. Trout said.
During the Cuban Missile
C r i s i s o f ·.J 9 6 2 ·. t h e s e
management skills owed
· greatly to America's success.in
THOMAS THOl 'T
dispell ing weapons from Cuba,
Trout said. Hut Soviet internal
politics, then affected by US

a

Consulting center
·deals with ideas
BJ -Kenneth L. Fish

Davidson Ruh her needed
control hugs worked out of its
indu-.,trial robots.
J () h n I_ a c· o u rs e . a n
engineering professor at lJ NH.
\.\anted to market a niachinc he
dcwloped which detcct.s early
cerehro carui'ovascular problems.
These a re some ol the 50
projects the UN H Consulting
Center is working on this year.
The Consulting Center,
u irected b,· lJ NH chemistrv
profcssor Jim Morris on wa·s
founded in April 1982.
M()rrison said it is the center's
joh to \.\ork out contracts
hen,ecn pri,atc husinesses and
l ! nin·rsit ,. l'acul t ,. lor sen·iees
or prodt;cts the· faculty can
prm ide.
·1 he center is pa rt ol the
Research Office on the li1'st
floor ot' Horton Social Science
. Crn tcr. It is composed solely of
ll NH facu lty and is non-profit.
Morrison said .

b..ungled atte_mpt at the Bay of
Pigs to 0-\7l~Tt-11:Yew:Cuba 's FidelCastro, was certainly not a
success but Kennedy turned it
into a political success by
admitting he was wro.ng, Trout
said. This willingness to learn
and grow from mistakes helped
forge Kennedy's "good
leadership qualities" that the
60\ needed, Trout added .
H istorv Professor Douglas
Wheeler ~,aid Kennedy became
"an exam pl~ for other.people to
follow." Wheeler said the.
former . pres i.d en t 's "great
speaking ability, style, and
good looks," all combined to
"awe" the American people.
According to Trout,
Kennedy was in office during a
"flow of change." Trout said
that we, today, are feeling the
impact of these changes in
social. reform,· Soviet and
American foreign affairs , and
in the aftermath of Vietnam.
Ken~edy was connected with
many of these events in the
early 60's, Trout said, but he
Hdicfn't have m4ch of a legacy"
directly responsible for their
outcomes, he said .
. KENNEDY, page 3

By Michelle Evans
Bids for the leasing of the oidders in terms of discounting
UN H Bookstore by private and other services and send its
·
d analvsis and recommendations
corporations were opene · to the Trustees' Finance and
yesterday by George Bentley,
member of the Bids Specifi- Budget Committee . The
cation Committee, and Trustees will make the final
·representative of the System decision after they see the
Purchasing Office for the recommendations. ·
University.
The bids committee must
Bid specifications were sent compare the bids received
to 11 companies of which six today with the current
responded. Four companies operating plan of the
submitted bids and two Bookstore .
declined the opportunity.
--we are shooting to award
Representatives from Barnes this by February I, if the
&_ Noble, Campus Services, Trustees agree," Bentley said.
College Stores, and Brennan
John Maier, manager of the
College Services, the _bidding UN H Bookstore made no
corporations, were present at comment on the bidding, or a
rhe opening. ·
comparable
offer of the
University System of New Bookstore.
Hampshire Trustees are
"That's . up to the Bids
· considering leasing the Specification Committee,"
. Bookstore to a private operator Maier said.
because the store has sustained Student Senator Dennis
financial losses in the past few Bellucci, member of the Bids
years.
Specification Committee sa1d,
"We have a committee "Basically our work will be
formed to analvze these bids," done by November 30. We have
Bentley said to the assembled to present our decision to the
representatives. "We will come president, and the president
up with recommendations by will present it to the (Trustees')
0~£e.mber."__
._
.
BOOKSTORE page 18
The c oriffnittee plans to rank_ - - · ·' -

Two finals per day
limit is approved
By Dan Landrigan
Students will no longer have
to take more than two finals on
one day.
The . Academic Senate
yesterday approved the
following rule: ••If a student is
scheduled for more than two
final exams in one day and
chooses to take onlv two exams
on that dav, the middle exam
will be rescheduled. The
instructor in consultation with
the student will schedule a
make-up exam."
A passage which would
require the exam to be
rescheduled during the final
exam period was stricken from
the proposal during discussion.
In . a presentation about
University admissions,
Admissions Director Stan Fish.
said he had accomplished all
the goals that were set for the .
admissions office in 1980.

Fish said he had increased
the number of secondary
schools at which UN H recruits
from 140, when he took over in
1980, to 640 in 1983. The
number of out-of-state schools
where UNH recruited
increased from 50 to 500, he
said.
UN H had to accept 12
percent more students in 1983
to fill the freshman class than in
1980, Fish said. However, the
n.umber of transfer students
accepted has decreas_ed _by 5,
percent. This has "strengthened

the quality of enrollments,"
Fish said.
UN H ·has begun stressing the
attractive campus setting by
increasing. the number of
interviews with prospective
students, he said.
UN H must not let enr_9_lJ.-.
ACADEMIC, page 4

The money the center gets
comes mainlv from the State.
They contribute about $9JJ)OO
to ILmd frsearch projects.
Morrison, who is not paid
for running the center said he
p·romotes the "win - win
situation," in which the
comp.any. faculty, - and the
lJ niversit v benefit.
"Withc)ut the faculty, we
\.\Otddn't be the Center." he
said.
In its fir.st vcar the center
coordinated· $.362.,000 of
research work. It handled
projects ranging in cost from
$27 to $80,000 which were paid .
bv the contracting businesses .
c\rn1panics pay 70 percent of
researcher salaries and
c4uipmcnt purchase costs.
He pointed out that some
other consultin!.! firms ask
a nvwhere from~ JOO to 600
pei-cent in m·er,hcad charges.
He also said the Un iversity - Consulting Center workers include (left to right) Jim Morrison, Elizabeth McCaffery and Donald
Sunberg. (Rob Bossi photo)
CONSULTING, page 9
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Offering quality used
clothing for bargain
prices at ...

--....;....-- ---LEGA L--------- <continued from page I)

SI. George's Church Thrill 31!0D
Open Thursdays, 10-5
Main Str~et, Durham

"VOTRE BOUTIQUE " Fashion Two Twenty spartner is having a

PRE-· HOLlDA Y SPEClAL
· November 20-23 with 20% off selected
items. Do drop by to say "hello.,, We're
located at 24 Ladd Street, Portsmouth
431-2417.

into trouble. The police will
The firm of Mulvey, Noucas disputes·. They try to solve their
take advantage of those a n d S u 11 i v a n, b·a s e d i n cases out of court. This year,
feelings to get them scared and
Portsmouth, make up the only 25 to 30 cases were
get their information,"Sullivan
UNH Legal Service and are brought to court of the
said.
·
available to students, graduate hundreds of cases brought to
The police like to see arrests and undergraduate, for free the service.
··stick" and "'will use anv means legal advice and counseling.
"We seldom go beyond
legal and illegal to see that it The lawvers are contracted by advice in an average case. Very
does," he said. This is why the Student Senate with funds little go beyond that," Sullivan
Sullivan . urges students to drawn from the Student said.
make no statements. "'Anybody Activity Fee.
Legal Services will represent
who is in trouble, usually only
Alth~ough they will not anv student · accused of a
gets in more trouble when they · advise· students involved in misdemeanor which includes
make statements."
suits against other students_, or most of the common
Sullivan feels that a lot of the - _ matters regarding a stude0nt's violations. They will advise
criminal charges brought private enterprise, they will privately in the case ofa felony.
against studen.t s -.- result ''from advise on any -school related
Furthermore, some . civil
trivial matters that could have problems, or problems related cases fall outside their contract.
been avoided by 1,1sing a litOe to the status of a student.
Cases involving $1,000 and less
more common sense . on the
Su}livan said students can be handled by the legal
part of both the siudents and involved in suits with other services, either through small
the police."
'
students cannot use legal claims (under $500), or by the
·
He :iaitl the: thn:c 11.1.ost services because iJ 1·ep1esq1ts a
legal se1 vil:t ($500 to $1,000).
common criminal violations "'conflict of interest" ·which For · cases· involving over
res-ult from open containers, ' their ·contract prohibits.
$ l ,000, students are allowed to
cri,mi na l trespassing, and
Legal Services receive a large -hire a lawyer from legal
littering (usually brought up if number of widely assorted services, but . not under the
a student throws aw.ay his open cases, the majority of which fall University's . contract. The
container.)
under landlord and tenant , service will refer students to
other attornies if they feel it
could be hand led· better
.through , them. ,
.
The contract the U niversi-ty · • has· with Legal Services gives
them · a juI"isdiction within 40
miles. Sullivan said "A ,vasL
maj.ority of the cases come
from Durham,. although we

· ~ ha:ve•_ ,Qa_d~cases that occurre-d in
Hampton.''.... 11 ·: ··
, ,: ti h
.To ,get • information in the
hands. of the students, Legal
Services proyide workshops
and seminars in criminal
procedures, i'andlord and
tenant relations, and one on
contracts that will be held m
December.

-ACADEMIC(continued from page 3)
ment levels drop, he said, "We
are very dependent on generating consistent tuition income."
In a · report from the
Registrar's Office, Registrar
Stephanie Thomas said. she is
interested to see the results of
the change in the date to drop
courses.
Last year, 8,357 drop cards
were submitted during the
eight-week drop period, 1,249
during the last week.
Next semester drop cards
must be submitted · by the third
week of the semester to drop a
course without academic
liability.

SKIERS
Wcekcncl $3X
3 day
$54
5 day
$X7 .75
Rate includes food & lodging
per person

.-Nam ·.
Ad!lres
City /State/ZI
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· Oller expires June 30.1984.
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purchase will ~e accepted other than those specified • Offergoo<tonl7 _i_n U.!3.A:, <!ti~.U.S: '. : '.
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Iron Mountain House
Rt .. 16,Jackson, NH 03846
1-383-9020

PUBLIC SALEI
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This coupon good only on purchase of any flavor of General Foods International Coffees Any other
use constitutes fraud. COUPON NOT TRANSFERABLE. LIMIT-ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE.
To The Retailer: General Foods Corporation will reimburse you for the lace value of this coupon plus
8"~ if submitted in compliance with General Foods Corporation Redemption Policy C-1, incorporated
herein by reference. Valid only ii redeemed by retail distributors of our merchandise or anyone
specifically authorized by General Foods Corporation. Cash value 1/20¢. Mail to:
General Foods Corporation, P.O. Box 3600, Kankakee, Ill. 60902.
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l>an·nports dept. l>-J
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-NU·CLEAl;t( continued from page 1) ·
they thought they would want
to die.\ but that their feelings
changed.
"As -I \\lent through the
movie I kept thinking I want to
live, I want to live," one student
said.
"If I were with ·IO friends Wa\'
underground· and had three
vears worth of food I'd want to
he alive," Murphy said. "I.
really kept th-inking that as .I
watched."
•·1 would- want to survive,"
said studcl)t Sue Burnham .
"There would be a chance to
rebuild, there'd still be a
chance," she said.
One student who asked not
to be idemified saiu ucspitc the
· devastation depicted in the
film, she felt hopeful.
"There was something
positive there," she said. "I
thought the birth of the baby a;t :
the end was hopeful, and some
people still managed to have ,l
sense of humor."
The two men embracing next
to the rubble of a destrovcd
h~me also gave hope, Burnham
S.ilO:" ;.,; . ,: · ..,. -- •-

Junior Ruth Smith: · wh~<Y ...:
helped lead a discussion in
Smith Hall said she was "rear
pleased" with .her group.-·
"I think being in the
international house made: a .
'·
difference," Smith said.
Ac.cord .i ng· to the guidelines
set by Ground Zc ro, a
nationwide nuclear war
education organization, the
discussions were des:gned to
deal with emotions, not
politics, but politics did play a ,
·
role.
"I anticipated political
arguments and we had them,"
Smith said.
"Some people said that WC
needed more arms to deal with
the threat, and others
di sag reed," she said. ·
.. , could care less about the
arms stockpile,~· Burnham said.
"I just care that what we have is
not used. The numbers are
foolish," she said.
Quinn agreed. "It's like
pointing a gun and saying -I
hope ·it doesn't go off. Why not
just put the g@ down?"

-ARSON(continued ·from page 1)
took over and I tried to put it .
. out."
He wa~ suspended .from the
University under ru'Je I 3.1 I,
which staies, "No student shall
be , s-u·spended ... unless the
student\ continued presence in "
class or on campus endangers
the physical · safety or wellbeing of othei members of the
University community."
' Under , t:h e t e i- ms of
suspension·, Woolford cannot
enter any -buildings at the
University except Huddlest_oh Hall and the, Dean of Students
Office ..
The suspension was handed
out by the · Dean of Students
Office· and must be reviewed bv
the judicial appeals board
within three academic days.
He is planning to appeal the
suspension and said ... I would
like to return to the
Universitv." ·
'Tll accept a.ny legal charges
that a re brought against me,"
Woolford said : -He · said he
reali.zed be abusedc.-the po.we.r
that goes with his j'ob.

The Ne\\ Hampshire ( USPS 379 -280) is published and distributed semi:
week I) throughout the academic year. Our offices arc locatc.d in Roon: 151
of the Memorial Union Building. UNH. Durham. N.H . .03824. Business
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 AM-2 PM .. Academic year subscription:
$20.00 . Third class postage paid at Durham.NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographical or other errors. but will reprint tha_t_pa rt t~f:_a n
advertisement in which a typographical error appears. if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to. The _Neu·
/ la111p.1hire, 151 M UH. UN H. Durham. NH .. 03824. I I .000 copies per issue
printed by .Journal Tribune . Biddeford Maine.
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CALENDAR
Tl ' ESDA Y, NoHmber 22
I .ICI ll R L Author Danil'_I Kl'yes \\ ill spl'ak on his latest hest -s~lin
"I hl· Minds ol Billy M illig,an" cornpktc \\ ith \ ideo tape ol Bill\·\
11nstinalit.) chang,es. Mr.' KeyL'S is the aw4n.l \\inning author ol
"l ·lll\\l'l's lor Algnnon." (iranite State Room. Memorial Union. 8
p.m. Studcnh $2: Gl'IH:' r,il $J.
W EDN ESDA Y. No~'emher 23

Cl ASS{S HOLD l·RIDAY SCHUH l l.E

TIU: RSDA Y, NoHmber 24

NOW.
YOU CAN TALK TO.A REAL PERSON
·ABOUT STEREO.
INTRODUCING RFAL AUDIO, the Seacoast's
new alternative to the old hard sell. We
bring you the sound they don't, HarmonKardon to Kenwood, AR · to Onkyo. we
bring you the service they won't, from
expert advice to free in-home installation.
we give you the prices you need through
.· our unique direJ;t buying system. All backed
by an exclusive No-Lemon guarantee.

l llANKS(ilVIN(i
closed.

HOI.IDAY : No classes: lJni,ersity offices

FIH DAY. N ovemher 25

I HANKS(ilVIN(i
closed.

HOLIDAY: No classes: llni\'L;rsit) offices

SATURDAY. November 26

HOCK FY: Mcn \s. Princeton. Snin:ly Arena. 7:30 p.ni.
MONDAY. No,·ember 28

CI. Ass rs Ins ll M r
COi. i.i·:(; r BOW I.: Memorial ll nion. 3:JO p.m. ,

Tl :ESi)A Y. November 29
COI.I.F<il·: BOWi.: Memorial llnion J p.m.
WEDNESDAY. November 30

Add it up.
Sound, sen4c.e,,. s._atisfaction.
That's the Real difference.
From a Real person.·
Call us today. 868- I ~4<;>
REAL AUDIO so good.
© I 983 Real Audio

You've never heard it

WOM FN'S STll DITS SFM INAR: The lilm "Yliu\c Comi:a I.on!!
Ways. Mayhc." explores the conci:pt of com para hie \\ ortt;:
II illshorough-Sullivan Room. Memorial lJ nion. 12 noon.
.
COI.I.F<iE BOW.;t.,: M~ nio.rial lJ nion. J p.m.
~HISO NFW ; OI.D Ci NFMA"-";.Tei1 F·nlm YourSho\\ of Shows."
· directL'd hy Ca.e~er. R(lom I IO. Murkland, 7 p.m:
ti-Ill RS DAY. December I
UNIVERSITY'S CHII.DRFN THEAlfR: "Big Words and Little
People ." A "trip through th_e alphahct" lor children in pre-school to
second grade. W1;ittcn hy Falko Schilli1igs. Directed hy Susan
Kromphold as her srnior project. Henne.ssy Theater. Paul Arts. 9:30
a.. m. $ I admission.
FI.I.IOTI 1.LCTURFS ON EVOl.lJTION: "The Geological •
Southern
B;,ckground to Darwinism." Claude C. Alhritton . .Ir.
Methodist Universitv . Dean Alhritton is author of .. -1 he Ahyss or
· '
Tiri1e." Memorial U ;1ion. 1• p.m.
COLI.F(iF BOWi.: Memorial Union J p.m.
AMERICAN ASSOCIJ\TI-ON OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN:.
Cancelled.
MUSO FII.M: "Bad Timing. A Srnsual Ohsession." Strafford
Room. Memorial Union. 7 & 9:JO p.m. $ I admission.
1-ACU I.TY CON CF RT: The Hampshire Consort. John Wicks and
Rohert Stihlcr. earlv -music . Art Galleries. Paul Arts, 8 p.tn.
FRIDAY, December 2

of

UN IVFRSITY. CH-I I.DR EN~S THEATER: "Big Words and I.it tic
People.·· Written · h) _ Falko Schillings. directed hy Susan
_, K romphold. Hennessy Theater . .Pau·I Arts. 9:30 a.m. & 4:30 p.m. $ I
_
,
admission. ·
...IHF NUTCRAKFR SUITE" (iOlJRMET DINNER: A six
course meal followed hy "The Nutcracker Suite Ballet" performed
hy. the Seacoast Ballet Compan~. Granite State Ro6m. Memorial
·
Union. (dO p.m . $14.95 per person .
NEW HAMPSHIRT. PFRSPFCTIVFS : "Jack Kerouac: Franco
America,,." l.ecturt hy.Prolcssor Armand Chartier. URI. Film -- "Fmig.'ration: · A - Franco -Americari Fxpcricnce.·· Forum Room.
·
l.ihrary. 7-10 p.n). .
· BASKFl)~AI.I.: Thompson School Men \S. Berlin Vocational
_
Techniq~I College. l.u_n dholm Ci) m. Field House. 8 ,r. m.
N.H. CiFNTI.FMFN & N.H. NOTABLES · CHRISTMAS
('Ol\CTRT: The MY. Hol\'i)ke V-8 and the Y·ale S.O.H.\ will he
_joining the (irnt lcm01~ anc.l thL1 Nlitahlcs for a great evenrng of song .
Strafford Room. ML'morial lJnio·n. 8 p.m .

HOW·TO CiETYOUR UNCLE TO HELP YOU PAY OFF
. YOUR COWCiE LOAN.
. If you have taken out a National ~.
Dir~ct or Guaranteed Student Loan
.
since 0ctober 1, 197 5, our Loan
· Forgiveness program will repay 15% ·
, pf your debt (up to $10,000) or $500, •·
whichever is greater, for each year
.
you serve. ·
Find out more about how a
Reserve enlistment can help pay for
college, call us:

.· ARMY RESERVE~ .

BEALLYOU.·CAN BE.
5 Locust Street, Dover

,

..
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'IIOTICES

··11.11: ·Plllll1WOIIII ·

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
WOMEN'S INTRAMURAi. ICE HOCKEY:
Sponsored by Department of Recreational Sports.
M enc w p m c n n e c d e d f o r i nJ r a m u r a I
undergraduate ice hockey league. Players pr(~vide
shin and knee g._uards. hockey skates. gloves. clbo\\
pads and sti·ck. Do not let lack of equipment stop ·
you fro.ni playing. Semester 11 will not be too late. ,
hut contact Scott Burrill., now. 862-203 I.
Department of Recre~1tional -Sports .
·
WOMEN'S LACROSSE ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING: Sponsurcd by Women's Athletics.
For all students interested in trying out for the women's · lacrosse team. Thursday. December 1.
Confertncc Room. Field House. 7 p.~1. If unable
to attend. contact coach Marisa Didio. 862-1822.
CAREER

RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Careei
-f>Junnine

ond

Pbccri1cnt.

.An

oppo.-tunity

SUPPORT CiR0l lP IOR ADlll'I SONS Al\ll
DAl!Ci~n ERS 01· AI.COHOI.ICS: Sponsored
by -Health Education Center. Friday. November

·

Long sleeve T-shirts
w~fh sleeve printing
31 31 Lafayette Road
. ~<?n~mouth, N.H. 03801

for

_CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

STU DENTS FOR CRANSTON ORGAN IZA~
TIONAI. M FFTING: All students welcome to this
important meeting. Tuesday. November 22. Room
203. McConnell. 7 p.m.

CA M P lJ S C R ti S A D E F O R C H R I ST
T·u FSDA Y N l(i HT LIVE: _Steve Rubeor. Senior
Busine_tis Major. wiTI ' speak ()il "[kyclop.ing
· Biblical Com ict ions.'·' Tuesday. November 22.
Room 207. Horton Social Science. 7 to 8:30 p.n1.
UNH TABI.F TENNIS CLUB MEETINGS:
Beginners th,:ough experienced players welcome.
·1 uesda v. November 22. and Wednesday.
Nm ember
Games Room. Memorial lJ nion: 8
to 10 p.m.

n.

· HEALTH SERVICES

DRINKING

Peter C. Greider
603-431-8319

25. llnt:krv.ood H()use. -Roseman l.anc. 9:J0 to
l(UO a.n1.
.
Ql/lTSMOKIN(i CI.INIC: Sponsored h~ Jkalth
Scr,ices. Hl:alth\ altn1wti\L'S to smokinl!. ai·L'
stressL'd. I .L'arn rL:la.,ation technic1ues to hl'lp copL'
_v.it·h smoking cessation in supporti\L·
enYironment. Monda\. No\'emhn 2X. ConkrL·nl'l'
Room. Hood House." 2 to 4 p.111 . Must enroll in
L ad,,inee .
Al.COHO!. UHi CATiON s·1 AI-I· ·1 RAIN INCi: Sp<lnsored hy Health hlucation Center:
Program .trains R.A .'s and Hall Directors.
Monday. NO\emher 28. McLaughlin and l.ord.. 7
p.m.: Scott. X p. m.

students to receiw feedback on final draft resumes
on first-come / first-served basis. Wednesdav.
No\'emher n. Room 203. Huddleston. I :JO to4::fo
p.m.

RFSPONSIBI.F

·Hats, totes, golf shirts, sweatshirts
Businesses, clubs, organizations
-> -Many styles available
No order too small

i-:DllCATIOl\ PROGRAM: Sp()nsMed h>
Health Fducation Center. Discusses recipe
gui(klincs fot' alcoholi\.; and e,otic non-alcoholi<,:
drinb. Tuesda::,. NO\ _emhi.:r 2L Phi Mu. 7 p.m .

Al.COHO!

CONTRA(TPTION CHOl(TS NO"I HOPF:
Sponsored h\ Health Fdurntion Ccntn.
V..1 orkshop p·rcsents !'actors _that affect

.Entertainment -

contraception choice, types of contraception. and
communicaiion and rcsponsihilit:- in
rl'lationships. Monda::,. Nm emhn 2X. l.ounge. ·
Phi . Mu. 9 p.nl. and Tuesda). l\mL·mhn 29.
l.oungc. Sa\\>cr· 7 p.m.
BACK SCIIOOI.: Sponsored hy lk,tlth Sen ices.
The school is designed to educate pnsons \\ ith
acli\L' or chronic hack prohlcms _to ''tal-:e care of
their hacks" and pre,ent recurrent had injuries.
Tucsda\. lkcemhcr (). Conkrence Room. llood
House.·J to 4 p.m. must enroll in adYalllT.

Paul Shea (Folk/Easy Listening)
Lounge (5:00) No Strings Trio
J Piano Cocktail)
Lounge (8:00) John Fulmer (Folk) _

GENERAL

DllRHAM

RFD CROS~

Happy Hour M-F 4-6
with · snacks

BI.OOD DRIVI:

·1 heme for holida\ drin:. "Can't 'Bear· Christmas

Without You.'; Sunday. December 4 to
Wcdncsda\. lkcemhcr 7. ·Ciranitc State Room .
ML·morial ·union. Hours: Sunday. noon to 5 p.m.:
Monday-Wedhestlay. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
PROTISl ANT STUDFNTS CiATlll·RIN(i
WFFKI.Y MFFTING: Thursday. Decemlwr I.
l·orum Room. l.i-hrary. 7 p.m.

Lowt•r _S,111art• Downh,w,;- Don·r
______:;~J.9-:{6:{6 -- ·- _ ..

HetzelJlall 's 48hr

Feb. 3.,4,5
·1984

Bring
A .Friend

__ __
.,

.. .

(ortwol)

Register Before Break

WEEKDAYS
ONLY!
NOV. 14-25

Offer good only at participating Arby's.
. MAIN STREET
DURHAM, N.H.

~~

~v

@

1983 Arby's, Inc.

Live Bands, Disc Jockies,
Tons of Prizes.
Registration Packets available at
Area and MU B Desks.
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~,~~/Zt·~.:.MONDALE-,-----------~
'

r

c:_:(~>(:c-~nti~u~d from

page l}.,~

C

•

•:(

se

\;:'

b/

tht~: people a~~j fo;
a~
/'and , wou,ld ·i~~-!Sl on a~nual
,summit ~onferences between the people. and if that's special:
-the two countries.- ·~There interest count me in," .he said·:·
Reagan disreg~rds the ~eeds
haven't . be~n talks for . ten
of -~•Jhe average' rri~m", he said,
· · >years.._" he sa:id, claiming he had
been involved " in e·w r)'' arms and classified the · current
·:control struggkfor 20 ·years. . Administration as a "super
:' Mondale -des-cribcd the ·· dupn spec_ial interest'
· -Sov·iet . U-nis0n.· -·as . a - ::toug-h administration catering to new.
·. paranoid system, diametrically found ·super wealthy." . .
, Mcfod~Ie; ''who wants' to
opp()sed t·O Ou} ,qwn. ,,,.,. . \~ .
1
used ·· .·tfre~ :-c·ontro-ve'fs1ar·- Yes tore protec·frori . of· the
- He
ABC mo·vic "'Th e"i:)ay'Afte·r···as- eriviro!lment, was- glad ·to . see
al) exan1plc· wfiich· he said 'James '· Watt ·and ·. former
illustrates thaL." riudear war is· E fl v iron men ta I P ro-t-e·cti o ti
not · winnabJe". He said ,. .h e/ .Agency head Anne Gorsuch
WO'-:[ld not . b.uiJd _.:, the '. ff-I . : Burford ')eave. He said he now
bomber·o r'the MX-missi-1€ ~md . :wa:nts ~(() get ""fid of the per'SOI)
. ;'.
who appointed therp.':
if , the Soy_iets_ ''a'g;ee' ·· io
"I wo.~ld ·-hire, all tlie people
he·gotiate, he would a~Iav the
rhey fired, then fire ·_ a.II •the
deployment of weapons. ·
people they hired, .. he said . .
-1 he Reagan Administration
is "trying to ••teach us survival of ..; Mondale said ' the country
the fittest or riches.t ." M oncJalc..., needs io · test a candidate by
their ability to see the future
sa ·id den~uncing Rcaga_~·s
cle~rly, and by their experierwe
pohcies on . civjl rights. He
which is required to lead a
reiterated his support for tt)e
·
·
.
nation.
Equal · Rights Amendment
Mondale responded to an
which he said the country is
'introduction by interim
.
now readvJ:o ratifv. ·
When ;sked to· respond to· President Gordon Haaland,
i:_.eports that he represents ·· who noted they were both of
~ 6rwegian descent, · saying,
...s•p ecia I interest groups",
.. We've yet to elect a Norwegian
Mondale said he represents the
to fhe Presidency."
.. public interest".

Convenient and
nearby for all your
funwear needs!
For group or teams
as well as individuals.

0

.·1111:'NTION ,..U-'OR.K /STl ;JJ"Y
SH 1IJEN1S , .
l'I.A !'•/ HJl i R SEM /:S 11:R II .JOB

Resume'·~rvi~es also

.

...

Campus Copy 47 Main St. 8'1N4SO·

GRANITE
IS WAITING FOR YOU IN Rffl 125. IYIUB.

DO NOT FORGET IT!

~works of Ayn Rand,
or current objectivist periodicals. ·
· or writers

NOW
JJ,,, I_ASJ.; (1 raini111,: in .·1rnd,•mic
n,e 1.•1,",'/1,(1!f!_it1i11x ;,, Anulmh- Sidi/.,)
< ,•111,•1· i.\ ucc,•11ti111,: upplit·utiom for ti"'
' ri(l\ifim, iii' 1 utor/ ( ·,mwlorfor t/1'• · ,
I ulm /{ 011,dm·.,

Raumagarn
Norwegian Yarn
MacAusian Shetland
t(rona·ir.;Arrgora
Candide-Cottons
Tahki-Manos
Anny Blatt
Do\\ ntwn Fxctci

· 8112 x 11 " ·

'·

Anyone interested in the

,~ ill,

Lis~ ride ·oh Kari ~V,i"n

.

YOUR 1983

y

/\cr(iss from the handstand

·'·- a· ;.-

-· . PROTO COPY _<·· ~- · · .
SPECIAL -· .. ·.. ··

lmil1t•d lo pro,·itf,, .\ lllt~I'
11ml ,.,.,·"m"/,1 11n1th•mit

tll't'

11-,i_,1,11w,·

1uh"i,i11.~ lo I \ N ,1ml,•11/\ /w1h 11tlii-itl11t1f~1·
, <111t/ ill ll'IJI"/.. \-JUI/>\ ,

.\/II\/ /,,, ti .\ IIJl/1t11tt/'I' fl/ "

./11,.1 iur H·l,o i, i11h·1·i·,1,·,I in t1ct1tlt•111it·\.

··,:.,uu/

<,I' J 1·cq11i1·,·tl "'""K 11·i1h 11·ork/.,1m~1· .\lt1l11.1
11//1111·iux-1111 .10 Ill /um,·., !, 11·,•,:J...

"778-1417
Exeter, NH 03833

App(,· UI th,•

TASK <·enter.
Stoke llu/135/J ~
hyMonday,
JJ,,,·,,mh,•!:,5.

please_call 749-4483, evenings.
The" Qraduate School is
accepting applicatioQs for
TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS FOR
PART-TIME GRADUATE DEGREES .
STUDENTS

for
Spring Semester 1983-84 ·
Deadline for Application is December 1,1983 ·
Applic;rrtion form·s are available at ,· .
th~· Gr~d~~-te-Sch.ool, Horton St>~ial Science Center

· on-December 5
to ·discuss ,post-baccalaureate _·
certific~te program·.
\

. Contact Sharon Fitzgerald
/

_~t Career Planning and Place-m ent ·
Sign up at the Placement office
'
.

during the week of November 28.
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-~--KENNEDY---<continued from page 3)

r

Second
'
_.amlng
Main St

ARE 'VOU
A
Bl& SPEnDER
/

Let Penny Pincher save dollars for you at Stuart 1 Shaines!

I

LEVI'S
CORDS-

·

Wheeler pointed · to :the had- been shot.
(nuclear) Test Ban Ti-eaty and a
Like : others. Knecht\ first
fledgling lib.era! rights responsewas"shock''°'. ;rndth(.'11
program as- examples- ol "disbelief." She still has a
Kennedv\ suocesses. Kenn- "sense of disbelief that it could
edy\ "humorous side" was also happen in this country."
seen bv Wheeler as a trait that
Knecht cal-led tlK Kenned,.
allowed Kennedy t6 accept adri:1inistration "fresl1 air" i;1
criticisli1 and to learn from his which _"good things were.
mistakes.
.
hopefully gojng . to , he
"As ti'me goes ' <:in," he said happening." Knecht also
the academics learn more ,tvcaled a "sense of regret" that
about the former president and
kennedv was not able to finish
judge him more realistically. his -terni.
'• Evaluating his presidency in
~necht said ·"the n~yth" of
r~lative ~--~implistic rerp1s_,.-~ Kennedy is "played up. by the
l r-o.ut · said- Kenne~y w1+l media.''"lt\goodtorememher -·
probably earn a "C plus" or "B -,- the man hut it\ a bit overdone.
minns" from future politjcal Our thoughts should · hL·
analysts. "He won't emerge as a towards th'C future." she said.
great presiden_t. ,,· trout si1iq.
Nancy Langlois, Library
Wheeler __) disagree~ say~ ng Assistant in _'periodicals. said
Kennedy will earn a high rating she wa_s fiwd shopping in
among presidents of the 20th Dover when news broke -of
century.
. .
. _ JFK's assassin,iition. "Pec)p,le
Wb~c-lc1_· said the Kenned~ ._ .were openly weeping," she said.
assa_ss111at10~1 . ha,s s·e t?ed t.o
Although she di.dn't vofc for
rek,_ndle Interest 1n his Kennedy~ Langlois said . . he
presidency. Wheeler called a became "what we needed" in
"national obsession" -or government.
Americans to know who shof
. History professor Robert
. Kenned\ :
Giimore ,described Kcnnepy\
Mt.iric·1 Knecht. secretarv · to administration - "as the time
Interim President Gordon where it seemed possible to .
·Hal'lla nd, said she was worl<ing solve all the .worlds ·problems.
as a secretary for the Clarostat by rational means: no problems
Ma1:1Ufacturing Company we.re uhsolvahlc. He stood fo r.•:
when she heard that _. Ke1111edy that fccLing."
-

· Weare accepti-ngapplications f ~:>r our Part Time Weekend
Shift. The Hours are from J 2 midnight Friday }o 12 noon
Satu-rday, and from · 12 noon Sund<JY to 12 midnight
Sunday. Work 24 hours and- be paid for 28. Earn between
$5 .67 and $7 .13 per hour. These jobs do not inclL(de
benefits. Only people seeking part time eri1ployment will be ·
_: . considered. We will not conside'r:. applications from current ·
full time employees -looking for a second job.
File your applications in the Personnel Office at

DAVIDSON RUBBER COMPANY, INC.
- INDUSTRIAi~ PARK, DOVER, NH
between 9:00 a.m. and 4~00 p.m.

-we are an equal o·ooortunitf emo1ouer.

Great fitting, go anywhere Levi's_Cords have more
fabulous colors th.an ever

s12·iee

•,

Reg. $17_9-9

2 for .$25.00
Quality never goes out of style

.

.

-

•'

typ_
e cl electronically !
Selection of paper
· and envelopes
.-., 25 copies 25 _envelopea
-~ 25 ext;ra sheets of pap-er

s1s.:aa

. -_

Done the way you want it!
_ [ Open Saturdays I to.a!' J

DURHAM C .OPV C,

Jenkins Court Durham 1· NH -D;3B24 .

B6B-7031·
Ron ~ar-y •
proprietor

Dovvntow11 Dover, _Du;ham, Portsn1ou1h

L::==~~a
~~L::~:~1:.::~=~.:.:~.«j ·
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----------CONSULTING-------<continued from page 3)
The depressed economy and
would get four percent of any
agreements. The company
royalties the company niight
ended up providing $15.000 for a shortage · of money in the
get_ in the markcfing of the
our research, people and time . U nivei·sit v for research has
prqduct. ·
as well as getting us a $70.000 . changed this view he said.
robot.,, The center offers three- types
· When Davidson· Rubber
of cqnsulting: Classical
needed - modifications done to
Morrison said Miller and
its industrial robot. they got in Davids.on R ubbcr probably con·s-ulting. Tescarch projects
touch with Electrical , wouldn't have been able to and technology transfers.
- The arrangement between
Engineering associ~1tc profes- strike the same kind of deal I 0
Miller and Davidsori Rubber is
sor Walter Miller to sec if he years ago.
an example oJ classical
could help.
Univcrsitv research has
consulting in which a ccrn1pany
He agreed to work with the always bec"n available to
looking for ·prqfcssionaladvise
company and after ironing out outside concerns for commercome to the center.
the goals thcv wanred cial use. However. researchers
_Miller said · he would
accomplished. Miller contact- · were satisfied with only getting e~cnt ually. Ii-kc to ·hook_ up a
t,hei r work recognized in
cd the Consulting Center.
video morntor to the robot and
M illcr said he and the academic circles. Morrison USC pict urcs to tell the robot
said. The profit motive didn't
company "went fo the center
where things arc an how - to
rddly exist for theni then.
to make formal coi1tractual
work them.
·
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Photographs
The llNH News Bur~~u is interested in purch~sing black and white.
human interest photographs of campus life for distribution to -NH
New~papers. Bring a glossy print and negative to News Bureau, 2nd
Floor, Schofield House, or call Cathy Wolff, _News editor, 2-1460.

Durham Point Boarding Kennels
Dame Rd. Durham
For Dogs & Cats
_(603) 659 -3288 .
F--eaturing sumptious accomodations~soft beds
excellent cuisine-=--daily cookie break.
spacious runs in a rural setting
seperate cattery with a private window for each cat
soft music and attendants who provide caring supervision _innoculation~- required for your pets' protection. ·

Let u:, ca.re for your pct in. a. safe,

sanitary and serene environment.
Dogs $5.00/day

Cats $4.00/day

Shibumi
Fresh new fashions
for the man with
a distinctive 'o utlook
on life.

-l...1...1,.,, ......

Semester

at Sea

THE

-MUSO is now accepti9g appJication's
for the position of
·

WORLD

IS VOUR
CAMPUSJ'

MUB. PUB -*· ~

PROGRAMMER

TWO AROUND-THE
WQRLD SAIL_INGS
EACHYEAR ·

it··

Departs in January from Ft.
Lauderdale, Florid_a, with stops
in South America, Africa, South
Asia and the Orient. Departs Seattle
in September with stops in the Orient,
the Middle East and the Mediterranean.

The Pub Programmer -is responsible for
planning, · booking, . and coordinating MUSO
events in the MUB PUB.

Sponsored by the Un.iversity of Pittsburgh, Semester
· , at Sea offers students ,ari academic program of. the
highest standards with related in-port experiences. This .
full semester is available to qualified students from all
. accredited colleges and universities.
With faculty drawn from the University of Pittsburgh
and other leading universities and augmented by guest
experts, tnore than 60 university courses are offered.
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, .are available.
·
· The S.S. UNIVERSE is · ·a fully air-conditioned,
18,000 ton · ship, registered in Liberia and built in
America. Semester at Sea admits students without
~egard to color, race or creed.

DON'T MISS THIS CHANCE!
THIS IS A PAID POSITION which offers
, valuable experience. App~ications are available
. m the MUSO office, room 148_;-MUB

APPLICATION .DEADLI.NE ·1s
NOVEMBER-30th.

For compl!!te details in a color brochure·,
write Semester ·at Sea, UCIS, University of
'Pittsburgh, Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh,
PA 15260 or call toll-free (800)854-0195 or(41_2)624-6021 in Pennsylvania.
Adult Education Programs are also available .

.,· __.,_,~'.- . .".fJ•.,:;;::2:.;'l_\;9-11 ~ ~::~:. ~.,:.~: ~,• _;_;'-> ;-·~, ~~:.~;.~;-:_:. /:.f:_::.:,t,1:c· . ..... ~ 'i
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Editoflal
The day after
Day After," a nationally televised
movie aboui the effects of a nuclear war was
called a "national event" by the media.
Although many criticized the controversial
film which was shown Sunday evening on
ABC-TV, the movie did accomplish its
author's goal. It made the general public aware ·
of the consequences of a nuclear confrontation
between the Soviet Union and the United '
States.
The movie did not say who started the battle.
That is not important. According to Dr. Henry
Kissinger who appeared ·as a panel guest on
"'Viewpoint", which followed the movie, "The
Day After" did not teach us anything we didn't
alread·y know, meaning that we all are aware of
. a possibility of a nuclear war. Instead, Kissinger suggested that the nation
and the world should learn to work towards
the common goal of preventing a nuclear war,
Panelist Dr. Carl Sagan, a professor of
astronomy and space sciences and director of
the Laboratory for Planetary -Studies at
Cornell University, said the movie was not as
harsh _in its representation of the effects of a
nuclear war as it could have been. Today's
nuclear weapons, a total of 40,000, have one
million times more power than the bombs
which dropped on Hiroshima. Sagan said the
effect of a nuclear war today would mean the
earth would revert back into an ice-age stage. It
would be cold and dark. There would 'be no
a.g ricultute. The initial death toll, he said,
would be one to two billion people and the
overall effect could mean the "extinction of the
human species."
~ -" The

Sagan said the issue of a nuclear war has
been ~'sleepwalking during the past 38-years".
The movie, added Kissinger, was "a simpleminded notion" of a subject which he wrote
· about 30 years ago.
The "Viewpoint" panelists had several
suggestions to increase prevention.
Increasing the stability of nuclear arms was
stressed. Kissinger explained that reducing the
number of nuclear warheads is not enough. He
advised that nations collectively agree to
reduce the .ratio of launches to warheads.
Panelist BrenL Scowcroft said , the United
States m_ust have a " posture" so the Soviet
Union will think a nuclear war isn't plausible.
The Soviets, he added, believe a confrontation
is possibl'e so they feel they must prepare for it.
Kissinger continually stressed that the issue
is not that we don't want a nuclear war to
happen, the issue is how do we _avoid one.
Nobody seems to have the answers. Even
Secretary of State George -Schultz couldn't
answer reporter Ted Koppel's question dealing
with what can the common person do to
prevent a nuclear war. Schultz avoided the
qu~stion repeatedly and said, "the only reason
we have nuclear weapons is to see that they
~
aren't used."
The movie, although it was less than
realistic, made the people oJ the United States
aware. It didn't show desolate lands or a cold,
freezing atmosphere. It wasn't extreme and
,r .
frightening but it made its point.
It's time now for. Americans to figure out , for
themselves ,' what fhey can do to prevent such a
war: For years there have been protests,

marches, picketers. People have written letters
to their elected officials. It is the individual's
responsibility to continue to protest, to
continue to write letters, and to form groups
which will spread information on the issue of
/
nuclear war.
For exa'inple, people can write letters to
support individual ·projects such as the one
proposed by Admiral · Noel Gayler, former
director of the National Security Agency, and
former ambassador George Kennan, author of
the U.S. policy of "containment" of the Soviet
Union. They're advocating that nations agree
to destroy ·a large- number of plutonium
"triggers" which ignite H-bombs. Both Gayler
and Kennan are associated with, the American
Commit_tee on East-West accord, 109 l l th St. ,
S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003. · ·
People can express their views by writing to
Randall Fors berg, wh9 .originally proposed a
nuclear free ze in the 1982 elections. She can be
reached at the Institute for Defense and
--Oisarmament Studies, 200 I Beacon St.,
_B rookline, Mass. 02146.
Loca_lly, there is information on nuclear
arms is_sues available from the Peace Study and Witness Group in Wolff House. An~ther
group, Students for Disarmament and Peace,
dealing ·with educating people and protesting
nuclear arms is in the forma t ive stages.
"The Day After" should not be a movieAmerica watches one day and forgets tJ-}e next. _
· 10 order to· prevent a nuclea r war;citizens
must show their concern and get involved. It's
. time to stop "sleepwalking" on the issue of
nuclear war.

Letters
ABM system would defend us
against a Russian first strike when
at the same time we W()uld violate
Salt I and multiply the difficulty in
attaining Soviet t_rust in foture
To the Editor:
. ABC should be commended for negotiations'! _
Histor\· has demonstrated that
their commitment to showing the controversial film "The Day After" an infor:med public can bring
on nati-onal television. Our society. - about significant change. The
can ill· afford complacency, · advancement of civil rights and the
ign o rance. or denial of the realities ending of the war in Vietnam arc
of nuclear weaponry when the examples in our own lifetimes.
possibility of utter destruction The.re are many sources of
informa-tion and a-ctivity already
faces all of us.
I wish to thank personally all of here on campus . These include the
those students. faculti and staff Peace Study and Witness Group.
members who devoted time to which has an office in Wolff House
facilitate discussion groups on where pamphlets: bibliographies .
campu~bcforcandafterthemovie on nuclear arn1s issue'.-; and
- as well as all those students who information on upcoming area
participated in the discussions. It activities can be obtained. This
would be insensitive to ignore the group is working in conjunction
need to talk about the horror and with a ne~ student organization.
to share the strong emotiotial Students for [)isarmamcnt and
rcacti"ons arising from s-uch a Peace. which plans to help
graphic depiction oJ nuclear coordinate an·d initiate local
activities for education and protest
catastrophe.
All concerned citizens should be of nuclear arms. There is a peace
encouraged to educate themselves vigil held e\·ery Friday at noon in
on the issues we presently face. Do front of T-Hall.
- we need to deploy more accurate
deadly weapons on European soil
at the cost of jeopardizing arms
There is also a group or facu lt\
control'! Should hundreds of and staff members interested in
tactical nuckar weapons remain so ~ forming a local chapter ol' United
close to Eastern ruropcan borders . Campus for th-c Prevention of
that NATO would have to trsc Nuclear War.
,
them or lose them to the Russians
It is my personal hope that "The
within a few hours after an Day Arter"' will inspire people here
invasion'! Do we need to di:\ clop at lJ N H tokclpo\\nlulandacti\e
an Anti-Ballistic Missile systi:m in response to the helples•s11css and
when the technologies for evading passi\ity portra)L'd h\ those
all presently conceivable ABM misfortunate temporary sun inns
systems are far more ad\anci:d in of the holocaust .
l--\ 1rther. is it
development'! _
Christnphcr M urpll\
1
WOJ.:th the ..-_dusiw hone ti.lid an
'

Day after

just because one man in
Washington, who is our President.
is supposed to know best. I will not
be a "good .Americ::an" as the
Germans were "good Germans"
under Hitler.
I'm not drawing · a parallel
between Reagan and Hitler. But I
am afraicl of a possible parallel
between the American public
todav and most of the German

Grenada
To the Editor:
In response to Michael Page and
Michael Schanck ( In Tues., Nov. 8
New Hat11pshire): I don't want to debate where the
"ignoran_ce of the facts" involving
Grenada and Lebanon lies-. The
facts can be found by anyone
willing to dig and listen openmindedly and critically. ( Docs one
really believe current U.S. media
reports that "The Grenadians" are
over-jQyed at having the U.S.
occupation forces present'? Are
polls meaningful when · taken
during an occupation. and by
representatives of the samf nation
.
as the occupying army'!)
I would like to clarify my stand
as expressed Friday, Nov: 4, on
this page.

I • in co'n1n1<>n with Page and
Schanck. would be proud to offer
my life to preserve frecdon1, in
America. but I would nvt offer rnv
life in Grenada or Lebanon.
So. I wonder where we actual!\
differ. ls it in ·our perception ()f
What is imp Ort a 11 t t 0 the
d
· · d
prese-t:VatiOn _O f f rCC 0n1 an
den1ocracv'! Or is it i'n our
willingncs·s to question authority
and to think f<>r oursefres'! I think
.
it i~ more the latter.
I. for one, will not be led h lindl y ' .

• publicinthe- 1930's. I don't really think America will
be fooled as ·Germany was. But
that's because I have faith in us to
nut be led blindly, and-to nut stand
by ~ quietly when we think
something is wrong. I hope I am
·
.
f ight.
Jonathan H. Dowst
__
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.1J11ive.rsity.·.forutt1,
The law of the ·sea

I

By

The preparation and negotiation of- single, comprehensive text; that is, it
latter context the LOS:._:_G-77 insist on
would undermine· the possible tradea single, comprehensive law of the sea
the principle of""one nation, one vote,"
treaty has been in process for about . offs_and.compromises. As a result, the
and since they have now increased
goal of UN CLOS III was ••to adopt a
fourteen years. The culmination.of this
from 77 to more than 120 ··members
convention. dealing with all matters
process came in the week of December
they can clearly dominate th~
relating to the Law of the Sea ... " as
6-10, 1982, when . some 149 States
proceedings of an International
mandated in UN General Assembly
gathered at Jamaica, the future site of
Seabed Authority. Since the United
Resolution 3067 of November I 973. · · States and the LOS-G-77 agree o~
the International Seabed Authority, to
When it became apparent that a
sign the Final Act of the Conference
almost . everything in the United
""UN Convention" would be an all or
and the United Nations ·convention
Nations Convention on the Law of the
nothing proposition, the deep seabed
on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS),
Sefl, except deep seabed mining, wh£l,t
which consists of some 446 articles - a . mining interests and others began to are the t'. ritctical differences in their
mobili ze and orcheslrale Lhei r po_sitions?
far cry from lhe simple agenda ilem of
·
opposition in the UNCLOS III
1967. The new Convention was signed
The current position of the United
bv 117 nations, 22 nations attended
sessions, in Congress and . in the press.
States might be. summarized as
The essence of this opposition was that
but did not sign the ConventiO.n, and
follows:
24 other nations did not attend.
the proposed International . Seabed
I .Deep seabed miners should have
Authoritv ( ISA) was an international
. Amongst those nations which
unrestricted access to mine sites with
socialist ·cartel which would regulate . a minimum of internatfonal
attended the final session, but did not
sign were the United States~ Belgium, . and control _the production, pricing
regulations and control.
and profits of deep seabed mining in
Itafy, United Kingdom, West
Germany and Japan. However, it is
expected that most of the non-signers
and non-attendees will eventually sign
The problem has essentially been one of the
the convention e_xcept for the United
interpretation and application ofthe concept
States. The United States' position is
consistent with the vote on the Draft
or principle of the ('common heritage · of
Convention' on .April JO, 1982 when
mankind'... ('in the legal phraseology of the
130 nations voted yes, 4 voted no and
17 abstained; the United States,
Law of Nations, the sea is called indifferently
Turkev, Venezuela and Israel voted no
for varying reasons. So at the end of a
the property . of no · one, or a common .
detailed and c,0P1prehensive effort to
possession, or public property.'
develop a."Constitution for the -World ·.
Ocean," the United States stands in
almost complete isolation. How and'
why did this happen? .
such a manner as to discourage private
2. The capitalization of a deep sea .,
The ans~ers to these questions are
entrepreneurs from further developing
mining venture is about $1.5 billion
not verv dear, since the -United-States,
technology and mobilizing the venture ·per- · site, ,and the entrepreneurs
along with the Soviet Union, was one
risk capital of about $ L5 billion per ·deserve a reasonable rate .o f return on
of the prime movers for UN CLOS I I I,
mine site. It contended that the ISA
their investment to cover the costs of
motivated largely · by concerns for
would become a form of world
operations and principal and interest
national securitv. These concerns were
government intention.a lly designed to - payments· and still have an attractive
in turn caused by coastal states
transfer the wealth and technology of
profit.
,
extending their j11risdiction offshore
the developed world (Organization for
3. Much of the research,
12 or more nautical miles, which
Econom·ic Coopera _tion and
development, and technology for
threatened to overlap, and possibly . Development-OECD and CounciJ for . mining the deep .seabed has been
close some 134-international straits. If
Mutual Economic Assistance-CE MA)
sponsored by U.S. corporations or
that were to occur, it would seriously
to the developing world (so called
U.S. led consortia, and as such they
hamper international navigation and
Group · of 77, United Naitons. should have a protected proprietary
possibly endanger the national
Conference for Trade and
interest in that technology.
security of the United States. F'or . Development) in accordance with the
4. Most of the international market
exam pk all the imported oil moves by
design of the "New International
demand for the prindpal elements in
sea, and freedom of navigation on the
Economic Order." (NI EO). Part of the the pofymetallic _r10dules-nickel,
high seas and throug ·h the
implicit.philosophy behind the NIEO
copper, manganese, cobalt, and
international straits is necessar)' for
and LOS was the concept of "the . others-is in the United States; that .
both the merchant fleet and naval
common heritage of mankind"first set _ is, the U.S. stands to be the priricipa'l
forces, especially the strategic nuclear
forth -by President Lyndon Johnson in
consumer.
ballistic missile submarines (SSBN) .
1966 and later legislated in the "Pardo
5.Most of the trained personnel
Early in the negotiations these high
Res_olution" of December 1970, which
and equipment for deep seabed
priority security interests of both the
said in part:
mining. are in U .S: corporations or
Unite·d States and the Soviet Union
· The seabed and the ocean -floor,
U.S. led consortia.
·
. were made known. and deemed ·to be
·a nd the subsoil . thereof beyond the
· 6. Most of the capital for deep sea
non-negotiable. After several years of - _limits of a nationaijurisdiction, as-well
mining ventures will propbably come
negotiation, the Unjted States .was
as the resources of the area are the
from the United States, Western
able to achieve in May 1975 what was . common herita.ge of mankind.
Europe and Japan.
essentially unimpeded transit passage ·
The problem has essentially been
7. ·T he •• Deep - sea bed Hard
through "international straits and
on.e of the _interpretation and
Mineral Resources Act"(DSMA) of
territorial waters, inclu9ing the ,. application of the concept or principle
June 1980 authorizes . unilateral,
passage of submerged SSBN's, · in _of the '"comon heritage of mankind-."
nation~l deep, seabed mining
several articles noted for their . · Much of the legal and philosophical
effective January I, 1988.
constructive ambiguity. In return for
bases for the concept can be traced to
The current · position of the LOS
this concession by the LOS Group of
Hugo Grotuis who first set forth the
Group of 77 might be summarized as
'77' ( Group o'f developing nations),
notio•n of freedom of the seas in 1604,
follows·:
· Henry Kissin-g er in August 1975 rriade
and rather ambiguously asserted that
I. Access to mining the deep
an implied concession to go along with
""in the legal phraseology of the Law of · seabed shou-Id be carefully regulated
the international regulation and
Nations, the sea is called indifferently
and controlled by the International
control of deep seabed mining, and the
the property' of no one, or a comrrion
Seabed Authoritv, and • mi-ners
200 nautical mile "Exclusive
pos-s ession, or public property. The
should pay adequate licensing and
Economic Zone." This understanding
United States believes that the high
annual . fees _to maintain the
became one of the central trade-offs,
seas and deep seabed are-the property
Authority.
or compromises, reflected in the
of no one and are therefore open to the
2. The profits from deep seabed
'"package ·deal," of the Revised Single
utilization, exploration, and
mining should be taxed by the ISA
Negotiating Test ( RSNT) of May I976
exploitation of anyone capable of
on a graduated scale and the revenue
which provoked some bitter critic-ism , us·ing the seas or extracting the
derived therefrom should be sha<red
by Gary Knight in The · New York
resources from 'the deep seabed. The
with the least develped countries.
Times. The United States had made
LOS-Group of 77 does not agree, and
3. The Enterprise, the operating
some efforts in 1970 to try and
asserts that the high seas and deep
arm of th~ Authority, should be
compartme;ntalize the law of the sea.
seabed are either the common
guaranteed the opportunity to
as in the four 1958 conventions. but
property or the public property of the
purchase deep sea bed mining
met with s1:1b~tantial opposition, ' international communitv, and as
te·c hnology which it might require on
largely on the grounds that it would
such should be regufated and · "fair and reasonable terms and
,.,9,·';_str~}~ the tota_lity ?1:1d ,u nity, of a., co~!,~.olled.. Jn~-~\L : I;-1-owever, in the
conditi~ns,'' a'nd should be s·upprjed
0

David✓ L.

Larson

with adequate working capital for
the commencement of operations.
4. Reasonable production limits
should be set for deep seabed miriers
so as not to displace land-based
producers.
·
5. InternationaJ personnel working
for ISA or personnel from
developing areas should be trained
by advanced technology ar~as in the
theory and practice of deep seabed
mining.
o. Capital for deep seabed min1ng
ventures might come from OPEC or.
through other international
institutions for financing ·mining
ventures.
7. In -December 1982, 117 nations
signed the Un'ited . Nations
Convention on the· l~aw of the Sea,
much of which has already achieved
the status of customary int.ernational
law; and, twelve mo~ths after sixty
states have rat11led 1t, tne Convention
will come into force and effect for
those states ratifying the
Convention . · As such, the
Convention may also be regarded as
good evidence of evolving customary
international law accepted by both
· parties to the convention a f1<!Jlf0ther
states.
·
As can be seen, the United States
and the G-77 have wide philosophical
. and practical differences over deep
seabed mining which have proved
difficult to resolve . in the protracted
negotiations since 1973.. These
differences came to a head on April 30,
1982 when the Reagan Administration
voted against the Draft Convention.'
The Reagan · Administration then ·
held a post-conference policy-review,
and there was a flurry of lobbying by
both.the proponents and opponents to ·
the treaty: The review concluded at a
meeting ·,of the National Security
Counci·l on June 29, and on July 9,
1982 the Presdident announced" ... that
the United States will not sign the
convention as adopted by the
conference, and our participation in
the remaining conference process will
be at the technical. level and will
involve only those provisions that
serve U.S. interests .." The President
went on to say that '"These de_c isions
reflect the dee-p c:onviction that the
United Slates cannot support a deep
seabed mining regime with such major
problems. In our view, these problems _
incl_ude:
·
I .Provisions that would actually
deter . future . development should
serve the interest of all countries;
··
2. A decision-making process that
would not give the United States or
others a role that fairly reflects and
protects their interests;
3. Provisions that would allow
amendments to enter into force for ' ·
the - Onited State _without its
approval; this is clearly incompatible
with the U.S. approach to such
treaties;
4 . . Stipulations relating · to
mandatory transfer of private
te~hnology and the possibility 9f
national liberation movements
sharing in benefits; and
· 5.' The absence of assured access
for future qualified - deep se,a bed
miners to pwmote the development
·o f these resources .
. . -. The aim of the United States in
this regard has-been to establish with
other nations an prder that would
allow exploration and development
under reasonable terms and
conditions."
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JOii Butcher Axis'' en/thusias-m ,rocks
at UNH
By Liam O_'Malley
Hosto-n's- Jon Butcher Axis
performed a di.verse, rousingset in an intimate show Sunday
in the Granite State Room.
Although the sho w was not
well attc_ndcd, those who were
present left t his SC~OPE show
fullv satisfied.
·(he stage _was dark exc·e pt
fo1'. the glowing" red amp lights
when_ eerie sounds began
emitting from the P.A.
Drummer Derck Blcvinsraridomlv :hit his snare drum
and cv,mhal-s,u.ntil he C\\: i1tuallv
for;11ed a heat and was j"oincd
h,· bassis{ Chris Martin .
Ciu'itarist J 011 Butcher then
came o·u t - to-' a ·chee1:ing
audience . The lights came on

and the hand launched into
"Sentinel", an instrume-ntal
featuring Butcher's manipulation ort'eedback into a varietv
of screeches and wails .
After a split second pa usdhc
band began the fast moving
"Ocean in Motion". with it's stop-start chorus and staccato
drum rolls. Butcher mentioned
that_although most people were
probably watching "The Day
After'', "some people need
Music". This was the fi(st line
of "I Nccd ·to Fool Around", a basic pop song pla)'Cd h\·- thc
three-piece that was built lip by_.
Butcher's solo and Blev1n\
powerful roll.s.
Jon Butcher Axis. (file photo)
Throughout the night
AXIS, page 14

Ref lee tars
•

serio""t,
and

carefree
By John Ouellette
, There are two sides to the
Reflectors' music, serious and
carefree. They displayed both
sides for two hours Sat_1:1rday
night at the MU B Pub before a
- small crowd of 35.
_ The Reflectors play "'rock •n'
roll," according to songwriter/ lead voca-Iist / guita-r.ist
Steve Cataldo. "'We don't call it
anything else."
Typical song titles include
"'Girl Next Door" and "'I Got
. the · Want". Lyrics go
something like "Now baby I
hear , what you say," from "I
• Want Y oti". M usica!Jy, they
feature wailing saxaph_one
played by Deric Dyer, the twin
guitar attack of .Cataldo and
Jim Perry, light keyboards, andREFLECTORS, page 14

The Reflectors-at the MUB Pub Saturday night. Pictured from left to right are Jonathan Paley, Ste-ve Cataldo, Deric Dyer and
·
John Muzzy. Guitarist/keyboardist Jim Perry is not pictured. (Sclltt Young photo)
.

.

FOr 'those spoon-/ed rock r-n' roll

·- Music editorial ·

By John, Ou~llette

During the past we~k, there were some great music : and :bµying Nick a-n~)ther- Mercedes or !isteni_ng to c~r,t ain songs a~c locked in ( i.e.-mt:1st -be played) on hh
· station: They use a formula and specialized format.
commercial ri1dio or watching MTV . .._
opp.ortunit_ies_· in the Durham arc~ . However, not
MTV is on the -cover of the !chest i_ssue of RollinK WHEB, doesn't have a local music program but docs
many people sei1cd them . .Orie was an incredible
, twinb ill at t}1e Ex-calibur in Portsmouth, feat .m ing Stoile · maga1inc: The _title is "J'nside MTV: The have a show -at midnight on M·ondays called. ''Fresh
~elling out of rock & rc)II." MTV reaches roniill ~on Tra_cks," a new music program which fluctuates
L.A .\ The Thr(c . O'Clock and Boston's P1jmc
-homes nation -'A 'ide. and -is hailed ·by its proqUcers as bctwec,n one-half and oric hourjr, length. , .
Movers for onlv two bucks. Sen~ational Show!
THe point 'is 'that if you listen ~o these s~at_ions,
Anothe-:r grc~1-t orpi rtu,i ity w,1s The RcJlcctrn:~ ftt. the most researched -station in history . · .
A scrng in heavy rotation on MTV is played four , y,ou're'not hcaring .m,any different songs, but a core of
the M lJ-B Ptih S·a turda);- again for two hucks ( for
·
.
_
times a ·da,. M khael Jackson, however, the. Jackie commercially _successful ones.
.
·
· · . ,
students).
Co.liege radio IS ·sensation iri the Boston area_, but ·
Now the prohlcm: the two shows had a comhine<.I ··Rob-inson ()f MTV' was the first b-lack artist i<-) get .on
their. heavy rotat i6i1 list and that wasn't unti-1 after is taken fr>r granted and is somewhat unnoticed in
attendance hmTring around 40 r.coplc , even though
the comhi,ii'd price was only f0ur hucJ<S: !Cs noUlf,i_t .. Billie- .lea ii' ' rcach"ed number one. What MTV plays this a-rca . WUN H scrvc_s their function of diversified
.pr9gramming: they arc a forum for new m.usic and
.
the bands wc-1.-c had . Thev were all innovative. bieh---:~ is carefully pla'hned-. They rely on formula:
WERZ and · WHEB arc not 'rnuch 'different. new music ideas. WUNH plays more than "'Burning
..
· ·-, ·
4ua lit> h~111ds .
M USO J'1as· consist-"cnt ly brought innov,q_ivi; an<;l - WE R·z dis{: jockc5·sDoug Fc)erstcr and .J in1 Stevciis Down The- House'' from .the.Talking Hea·d 's latc~t, __ .
saidth,1ttheyoftt1)-playthesamcsqi:,gstwiccduring .'Still,WUNHdoesn'tgctplayedonUN_H'sownKari- high -lji1:1l.iry -acts to the lJNH campu~and. for J'he
their s"ix hoursliows. -wERZ's top fifteen songs ( not . Vans a_nd has a bad reputation with students.most part. ~l,c1ws hy hands like the , Rdkc;tors.
Wak_i_Up! Just bc_causc a band doesn't appear on
a-Ihums. hut songs) each · get played_ c\icl"y two and
I ncrcd ihk Ca's ua Is' an-d , Ben Baldw111 and the Big
onG-half hours. WfRZ doesn ~t ha ve- a new n:'iusic ·'MTV ' nr isn't heard ·on WER:Z or WHEB doesn't"
, ,Notcs ,g~t vcrv little in thr way of crowds .
Altho uJ h ~t-uden~ <)rga ni1aticms ( namely M USO. shov. a 11d experimJ'nkd only last weekend wjth. a _ rnca n i hat th-~y arc irnt worth a-shot. UN H ·studc"i-1ts~.
, SCOP L .-,tJH.I WUN H) dot.heir bcs,t within hudgcta1:) · Gra1i ite Ro.ck .Wee kind : playing two '1-m:al ha11ds an it scctn':•< arc ·happy be ing spooFJ:;i'cd -the. sa~,e mu,sic
· <) yet a, rrd 0vcr,- rather- tl}_an reachi:ng out. Maybe it's
·
.,· .>
limits to hcing qua_lity cntci"tai·nme_!1U <) thc -stud-c1its_: · hou1'. :, ,
WH FB r ~·o-grarn d-ir~ctor t ric .Ma iT I) g\i:i ~_s'aid > t.irrk t({ 1J 'c on sidcr t~c mµi;i ~-s ,ou're exposed to . lJNU ·')t ~1dc_nl_~ ar~ turnin g thci r~ads .m1 tJ1( ir p}.'L'FS .
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The film r:Je,sq,s_
,tells ,H is -liJ~--'sl~;y

·REFLECTORS.
( continued from page 13)
well-_rehearsed, tight music_
ianship. _
Their first set_ had soi:ne
problems with consistenci · It
began with carefree New
Jerse_y -type party tunes · like
"Sweet Littl'e Thing" and
"Condos on the Moon"and the
b-ittersweet "Raining Steel" .
from the Reflectors single.
Then the band went into more
complex and · ja1.zy instru. mentals with extended guitar
·a-nd saxaphone solos'that drew
barriers between band and
audience.The -pace picked up
as ·they erided the ' set with •·Lasf
Ch~nce'''and _••Let Her Dance."
, The . well-received ••Last
Chance" is a Nervous Eat~rs
song fl

0111

thcii- l 979 albun1.

Cataldo .and -Reflectors bass
guitarist Jonathan Paley were
one-half of the Nervous Eaters
and Cataldo · wrote all their
· material_. -'•Let Her Dance" was
number one on the W,BCN top
Boston. tbree fo~ sev~Jl.W_~ek~T he second set was
consistent and - elicited more
audience participation. The
fast rock in' ••M ovin"' and
·••Learned a . Lot", carried by
' Dyer.:s sax had most of the
crowd dancing. '. ••'I Gbt '1he,,·
Want;' had ·a sa_x _solo that
· added to the song; rather than
detracted from it like -the solos
of the fifst ·set.
The Reflectors· sh.owed even
more diversity on the funky
··Don't Pull the · Plug" and
•·Funked · l! p" instrumental.

Deric Dyer's wailing· saxaphone was a highlight of the
Reflector~ show at the MUB Pub Saturday night. (Scott Young
photo)
~•s'foked" was reminesceJ:JLof wir:eless miked sa~. ·
"' The~ ~Reflector•S ,.:take , tb~,ii:
50s rock •n' roll. Cataldo
guitar; ,layed the backdrop for m1,1sic seriously. The stage.
Perry's·•soaring gtJitar solo. The activity was far from wild, but
set ended with an extended the band put on a very
professi_o nal , -28-song show.
version of the Nervous Eaters
favorite ••Lorretta". An encore Ma_ybe next time they'll have
of ~•Let Her Dance" had Dyer m(!re of a crowd to get them
on the dance floor with his going.

~s

C

('('Pauline at the Beach'' looks
at adult mating games
P~uI'rHt she met Surfside.
unpretentious As P
By Consuelo-Congreve
In another scene Pauline has
•• A wagging tongue· bites who's relationship with Sylvian
is natural and undemanding. slept in Henrl's house because
itself."
This quote begins Eric They don't even know each she -didn't want t-o be alone in
Rohmer's delightful new other's address. They just meet Marion's absense. Henri wakes
· ~er up by sneaking into her
movie,Pauline at the Beach. on the beach. ·
Pierre says he is tender and room and kissing her legs and
The film, an Orion classics
release playing at the Cinema romantic, and Greggory is thighs. Pauline, · indignant,
on Market Square, Ports- heartily convincing as the kicks him into a chair.
•Tm a man and vou're a
mouth, points out the lovesick _admirer of Marion. :.
hypocris:(and hil-arity of adult Pierre and Marion had met woman," says Henr·i. -.. You
. mating games. It makes the - before, and - Pierre · achingly have nice legs."
human . comedy ·all the more wants Mario•n to love him.
The film is in French With
Henri's slimy side is quickly English subtitles. The music of
laughable. .
Pauline(Amanda: Langlet), a revealed- w,hen he has an affair the French language is a
15 year old girl, a_nd her cousin (while . Marion is aw_ay) with a pleasure to listen to even if you
Mario"n ( Arielle Domhasle) are girl who- sells carid-y. Marion don't understand French. _The
vacationing at a beach in . returns -u:nexpec-tedl.v, and characters - ha vc such contiFrance. There they meet and Henri tri.es' to make- iflook like nental manneri.sms (kissingbecorne entanglc_d- with. Piei:re Sylvian wa\:~the ~fre ~who was cach other on the cheeks as thev
( Pa scar Greggory), . He'hri · fooling '- around ;. . :Sylvian and : greet) that it makes you feel
( Feodor AtRine) and Sylvian · Henri talk about how their gi•rls instantJv cultured .This is a fun.
are h.urt by this. Sylvian IIg ht 'come d y, . good for
(Simon de la Brosse).
In a revealing ·and realistic - remarks that the wrong one · bringing back summer beach
conversation··eaFly ir:i t-he movie --( Pauline)"=-is crying, -~-nd, •Henri . and romance memories.
between Henri, Marion. Pierre. says. ••so what?"
·1n the confusion that follows
and Pauline, the relationships
for the rest of the movie are set this mixup we see how telling
up. Marion·, recently divorced, someone som.ething that hurts
wants to find someone-who will them ••for their own good" can
make her ··burn with passion.". really be harmful. Paµline gets · Butcher and th<; band thanked
Pierre wants one everlasting upset with Sylvian after Pierre and encouraged the small
love. :Henri likes to .love 'cm tells her her boyfriend was audience, and played with as
an·d leave 'em and Pauline is fooling around. · She ncveL . much enthusiasm as you sense
willing to take things as they -trusts him again because he i'hey would anywhcrc .. Thc light
come. The characters use _the partic;ipated in the phony adult sh-ow was professionally done
grandiose language that we all games. Sylvian considers · and added to the songs rather
use when trying to make good Pi~r.re . a ••rat fink" for · than distracting from them.
_
goss1ppmg.
The sound was superb. _with
first impressiqns.
The film is filled · with
Butcher's guitar the - ohvious
Marion is played with
whimsical innocence bv the captivating insights into adults' focal point, but with vocals_
bass. and drums st•II crisp and strikingly beautiful Dom-basic. -hypocrisy to kids. Marion says
·
clear.
She begins an affair with Henri, after she secs Pauline and
Butcher's leads hlcndcd
na·ively thinking he loves her. Sylvian kissing, ·'She shouldn't
harmonics. blues leads and
Evt!n Pauline can sec through be picking up_ creeps on the
beach." Yet Marion has .feed back sounds. His chord
Henri'.
phrasings arc almost as
Langlet IS fresli and alreadysieptwithHenri,whom

By Rae Ann Hoyt
Jesus , a strong film depicting
the life of Christ according to
the gospel of.Luke,b·rought I SQ
p~oi* to The Srrafford Ro9m
of the M UB f~riday !_light. The
film was sponsqred by - the
Campus , Crusad.e fo,r Christ.
The film- was shot on location
i·n the Holy Land and has been '
shown around thc-· world.
The ·early events in the !ifc of
Oir,ist -6ccllr·vcry ·4u~ckl~- iri
1£,sus: The, majority of fhe film
is spent · on -th.c tb(hings qf
Christ and on the miracles he
performed before h.i.s death o·n
the _cross. Among the more
· memorable of these teachings
was the scene featuring the
parable of the seeds.
In this para blc Jesus tells his
disc'ipks about a fartner sowing
hi~ seed. Some of the seed falls
on ro.c~y.grou_nd never to grow.
Sonic of the seed lands --in ,a
patch of thorns. grows a littk
and then dies. The rest of the
seed i·s sowed in. fertile land and
grows successfully. Jesus tells .
his disciples _ that the seed
reprnscnts the word of God.
Many pcoplc.Jic;1r. it ,b_ut_never
,. - .. grow. Others do. .
British acti1r Brian Deacon
portrayed Jesus. Deacon\ best
sccn6 were ·t hose . when he
could put his compassionate
eyes and ·wa _rm smile to use. His
scenes with the young children
were. however. equally as good
as the a~guish of his death on

the cross. Both -scenes were
played e(fectively·, showing the
range of Deacon's actipg
ahilitv.
Deacon's supporting ·cast
was composed of Israeli actors.
Their r6Jes were much smaller
t~an Deacon's, so ·most of them
, blended in with the scenery.
The- only characters who.sto()d
out were Simon Peter . and
Pontius Pilot.
Shooting the film , on
location was a wise· dire~tor-ial
decision: The scenes of John
the Baptist baptising in · the
.fordan river. Jesus i-n the
wilderness, and any scene \\'.ith
a mountain back drop were
strongly enhanced by on
location filming. _
The staging o( the Last
Supper was well done with the
utmost simplicity, unlike the
grand representations of this
meal by _painters. The supper
took place ·in·a humbledwclling
and was a simple meal. Light
from a window hit Jesus in a
way that suggested a Divine
light.
Christ's death_ was handled
violently in the film. Even the
Whipping he su(fered, and the
nailing of his body to the cros·s
were shown. The use of such
cruelty caused many members
of the audience .to cry,
Judging frQm - the large
turnout at this film, it would
seem there is a stong market for
Christian films at UN H.

The Jon 6utcher Axis leaving the MUB after their show at the
Granite State room. Left to right are Derek :Blevins, Jon
Butcher, -and Chris Martin. (Jim Millard photo(

--------AXIS---------<continued from -page I 3)

interesting as his solos. they arc
full and echoed, sometimes
giving the impression of
keyboards.
·Highlights of the show
included Butcher singing alo.ng
to his solo in "Life Takes Life"
and a crowd pleasing version of
Bad Com Ra ny 's "Sh ooti'ng
Star". The final song of the set.
'"Walk on the Mo0n". _hroug.ht ·
the crowd to its feet to ensure
an encore. The hand returned
for a fast. roding_ "It\ On~y
Words".
- The success of Jon Butcher
· Axis li_cs fo Butcher\ ta.lent for -

writing good basic songs and ·
playing his guitar so well that
his parts arc refreshing · and
interc~ting.
Dover's Friday opened-. the
show with a 45 minute set of
bright pop. The band is very
tight, and although the songs
wcre not very complicated, the

changes and

arrangements

were performed well. Aside
from sometimes relying too
much on repeated choruses. the
songs were for the most part .
-short and pleasant. with a lot of
harmonics ·and clean guitar
_r arts.
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Letters
- throughout the 60s and 70s.
14th and 15th ~
, the tact of what a small fraction of do that? Because the Soviet Union
What separates McGovern from
3. Do ·a n ''outreach" into the
the electorate_ actually turned out is an expansionistic country that
the other libci-al democratic
community and other campuses
to vote last time saying:'~if people has an ultimate goal to rule the
candidates? First of all he is more
4. Organize a . letter . writing ·had voted for "None of _the world .
experienced and has a stronger campaign to congressional
Above". "None of the Above"
To me . this goal is clear!)'
representatives as well.as editors of would have won by ... " sofucthing evident. The Soviet Union since
To the Editor:
record of backing up his policies.
Scc<)ndly, he is the true peace. newsp(lpers
like 74 percent. And we wonder the end of' World War II has gone _
I have been trying for two y~ars
candidate. McGovern favors non5 . Get wide media coverage of why Reagan was elected.
in and controlled- numerous
to avoid concluding that the Police
intervention . Any effort the lJ nitcd
our activities
He urged people to _push for countries. In these countries they
in Durham arc i,n tompetent and
States has made in assisting a
The political perspective we
personal freedom and the freedom outlaw the freedoms the people
insensitive to human needs. I grew
have assumed is ·that the United
to choose. including choosing once had and force the people to
up believing that poli·cemen were
country i·n a conflict with military
aid has resulted in either worsening
States should honor the laws,
which drug.,ithcy want to use. Yes adopt to a Soviet programmed.
conc<.;rncd primarily with helping
•
or prolongi,ng the problem.
treaties and principles of selfdrugs! Clearly neither advocating society. Today I see the Soviet
and protecting people. Knowing
l.ebanon. El Salvador. and
determination to which we are
the use of drugs nor debasing it, he Un ion's ex pa-ns ion istic a rm
that I coula count on them gave me
Grenada arc perfect examples . . legally bound as reflected in the
instead expressed his belief in reaching out towards the areas of
a feeling of security and I had a Jot - 1nstead of military aid. McGovern
United Nat-i·o·ns Charter,
people\ choice. He urged an·d Middle America and the
of respect for them in return. But.
fa\ors a strong· diplomatic and
Organization of Am~rican States
advocated the · intelligent use of Caribbean. It is doing this through
Su-nday , night I had a brief economic effort. That means ·andDeclaration of Human Rights.
drugs. for - broad·ening one's Tuba by sending in many weapo-ns
conversation over the phone with a
We: belie\le thii-: is ,tf: critical n
reolitic.a. ond " " o tool for gathering and heavy t:oi-1,,t1·u c; tion 111atcriab.
fcnrnk officer· 011 dut,
that
teaching the neonk how In
·
- improve their own lives so that
moment ,as the moment .in the · more knowledge:-- I ha_v e never There is no doubt that these goods
convinced me. to my dismay. that
Vietnam _War protest following the
heard it more reasonably put, and I are being used to construct the
Police in Durham have their
they can start solving some of the
Kent State killings when campuses
whole-heartedly support him in his large- airport on the island of
priorities backward.
problems . (thr,ough agriculture.
all over the U.S. stopped "business
ideas.
Grenada. The Cubans are saying
My 13-wcck-old puppy decided
education. and diplomacy) which
arc causing the conflicts.
as usual'' arid devoted all their
I was saddened to read the UNH that this airport is strictly for
to explore away from home while I
McGovern is the onlv candidate
energy to stopping t_h e- war.
professor's rather narrow (biased) tourism but who is kidding who. I
was at the library.lJ pon my return.
.J
who wants to actualiy cut the
In reaching out to you, we arc -comments on both T.L and his went to Grenada in 1979 and
finding . she- had been gone a ha If
hoping to pass on the momentum
association with drugs. It's as if the Grenada does not have much to
hour. I called the-Durham Police.
swollen military budget. The other
that has been generated here: \ve
mere mention of- .the w~:H~d 111us_! offer except for it's beaches. Some .
The woman told me Delta Zeta
candidates favor a continued
increase
but
at
a
slower
rate
than
are
askingyou·
.
to
call
a
rn~e.!Lng
c
QR-~~u.c~e;~s-jtate
" the ".S,tirrirrg;up ' 'of a of the larger tourism orientated
had called reporting that the\' had
·
.J
Reagan has enacted. McGovern >your ea'fnpt.i\~"W1ffi" little ad°va-nce
"dcfcnsc'1 from "authorities'.' to islands I have been to like Tortola,
my puppy. but the officer's ad\·icc
notic.e or pubJicity, our call drew
protect our , minds from being Martinique, and Antiqua all have
to them W,Ls to put her outside!'!
favors cutting the military budget
~
because he knows there arc far
several hundreds of concerned,
warped. -If the intelligent use of medium sized airports and do fine.
What kind of a heartless person
committed and motivated people. . LSD leaves one as adept and open I, along with many other
would tell someone to put a little
more important uses . of our
As reports continue to mount
and as illuninating at 63 as ,. Americans, think this airport was
stray puppy outside at 8:30 on a , money. For example he knows the
regarding the U.S. detailed plan
Timothy Leary is. then I suggest going to be used as a sto.pping
freCJing cold night?! u nfortuimportance of full employment. By
ending the arms race and not
for the .rumored expansion of our
that some of our leadcr~ _consider · point · fo·r ·Cuban and Soviet
natcly. though I thank them for
intervention in Nic,a ragua and
broadcrtlngfnemselve·s a bit.
Military planes. When the U.S.
their initial car.e for my puppy.
wasting our money on artillery
other Central American countries,
Fact is, Timothy Leary has been Marines found army gun racks in
Delta Zeta did not have much
that could destroy the _~orld 20
we believe there is not time to lose.
labelled a "drug-taker"and as such the bathrooms, this proved the
more sense or concern for J f<-l-und
times over. McGovern could use
We ask you. to join us in getting
is an outlaw in the minds ofmany. builders were leaning awav from
her outside their house.
the sav<.:d capital to slow inflation
v ll ,. 'j,
and keep interest rates down. This
something going on your campus
( Mainly the conservatives he was the tourism idea.
Don't think I'm making a rash
would allow industry to get the
within
the
next
two
weeks
and,
poking
fun
at.)
"A
sound
guy
that
Concerning
the
U.S.
invasion of
judgement. Almost a year ago. my
f urthcrmore, by sharing this
went off the deep end," and" A one Grenada. The United States was
friend's dog decided to explore the
money it needs to create jobs. High
message with other campuses in
time successful researcher gone asked to go in and help by six of
area. The Campus police picked
priority _jobs would be involved
•
with reforestation. preserving, the
your vicinity.
astray.' These are quotes from Grenada's neighboring countries
·,er
I
up an d ca II ed at 4 :.,-,() 111
t 11c
parks system. rebuilding the
We need to generate momentum
UN H psychology professors, as and once the cancer was removed
.morning insisting that he go pick
fast!
highways and railroad systems.
·
printed in The New Hampshire.
the U.S. troops would leave. Then
her up immediately. While al the
CAMPUS OUTREACH
Well. label him as they may. he . Grenada would be free to have a .
station they warned him that if
One major goal is to have the best
Alan Datz. Co-ordinator (408)_ was a_ hell of a lot more· coherent democracv. I do not think this
!he\·1 ca_u.!!ht.Ji_cr ,11 ,,.1.in_it v. ould_., be a ___" railroad system in the world by the
,
I:" ·
~a • year ~
2000 .· · -:..~
-- ,,...
.. -· - '-- 425-8767 ., than some supposed!)· well- invasion c·ould drop us down to the
$JO . Fine. but 'a third time · they With
proper
use
of
our
resources
Eric
Bickford
educated people I've been listening Soviet Union's level because,
would put hi,s dog 10 sleep.
Sarah Ingersol
to.
·
unlike the Soviet's invasion of
Besides their lack of dog care __
there is potential work for anyone
willino to work. McGovern frnors
Mart Jackson
Timothy Leary gets my applause Afghanistan, the U.S. was asked to
ha\c you e\cr been threatened that
I:"
Elizabeth Laren
for being a forward thinking, go in, and secondly the U.S. troops
a warrant would be put out ro,:
equal rights and equal pay
conscientious. free-living and are leaving the island now .
your arrest over an outdated
"especially for the majority of
expressive human being and I Personally, I am proud to know
inspection sticker? Yes. the
Americans who happen to be
women." He knows how effective
think it was a rare honor to have that we have a President like
Durham Police pulled that one ·
such an individual in our presence Ronald Reagan that is not afraid
too! They just lo\'e to ticket
-our econ·orny and country can be if
for an evening.
to go in and use force to protect the
students fclr petty offenses whether
we reach the potential of our work
Tom LaRue lives of nearly 1,000 Americans. If
i t 's f o r a I c o h o I. o v c rd u e
f O rec·
·
McGovern is not a has-been. he
,
Dover · Reagan did not go in and rescue inspection. parking or riding your
P.S.: My compliments to Myra the U.S. citizens these people could
bike the wrong way down Main . is the beginning of a new era. The To the Editor:
United States needs to change the
Brockelman for her poetic tribute have been held hostage. A
I attended Timothy Leary's
Street. Bclid·c it or not. my
disastrous economic. s·ocial. and
to Timothy Leary in The government that issues a shoot on
roommate is going to court for
lecture not knowing exactly wha.t
Advocate.
site curfew I think would be ju~~s
riding his bicycle at night without a
political path it now follbws.
McGovern has the courage. to expect. even though 1'm a bit
older than your average UNH
light Meanwhile. women arc still
strength. an_d honesty t<) do it.
afraid to witlk home from the
Michael Farber student. I am thus somewhat closer
library in tlic dark.
to having been conscious during
I was a ppallcd when I hca rd
the years of his notoriety.
from a reliable source that he saw a
When he stepped out and onto
police officer banging a student's
the "stage". I was impressed. This
head against the wall while two
man had a very distinguished
· other officers held him at the B 52\
appearance. kind of senator-like
concert last month. Y cs. in rural
(step aside John Glenn), and
Durham. New Hampshire these
looked quite pleasantly happy and
To the Editor: .
things go on!
,
at ease with himself. When he
Appalled and alarmed , by our
So if the~ want opposition.
began his lecture, which was
invasion of Grenada, the imminent
they'll .get it. There arc 10 ..000
surprisingly titled "The Evolution
installation of Cruise and Pershing
students in Durham. I v..ould h_a vc
of Intelligence", I was str.uck
missiles in Europe. our increased
liked to bclic\c the police force wa!'>
immediately with the sprightly and
involvement in Lebanon and
hne to help us and support us and ·
spontaneous quality of his speech
fearful that we are on the verge of a
protect us. but they are not. They
and the crispness of his ideas. At
full-scale invasion of Nicaragua,
oppose us in c,·ery wa~·- I think we
age 63. he is more articulate and
an ad hoc group of undergraduate
should all play their war games .
quick than most 20 year olds I
and graduate students. faculty and
That's th1: way they want it!
staff met today at the UC Santa · know. Drugs have obviously not
Jennifer Adkins
had a deleterious effect on this
Cruz campus to · organize a
man's mind. The - scope and
response. There was unanimous
crazy as the Khomeini regime.
breadth of his knowledge on so
agreement that the seriousness of
which held U.S. citizens hostage
many
diverse
subjects
was
th~ situation calls for a forceful
for 444 days.
To
the
Editor:
impressive indeed. He appeared to
response to express our conviction
I can not believe the letter I read
truly exemplify the title of Ph.D.,
that these are not times for
in last Friday's New Hampshire!
but even more so.
"business as usual."
The letter was from Jonathan
He made some jokes about
Finally Jonathan
really:fecl-·
Therefore, feeling the need to
·1 o the Editor:
Dowst who said, ••1•m embarrassed bad for you for being embarrassed ·
certain political figures and ROTC
educate and inform ourselves and
The most common response to
to be an American." Then he came to be an American. I also feel bad
and New England / New Hampothers, we have asked each class to
Gc<n!!e Mc(io\'ern runnin!! for
out with some great comparisons you h~ve such negative thoughts
shire and about the Biblical
set aside time on Monday and
President i!-> that he is a has~hccn. · Tuesday\ November 14 and 15. to
and I quote. ••How can we now for President Reagan. I don'tthink
"Theory" of evolution. but his
· Most people who ha\c not taken
make a distinction between the his decision to invade Grenada has
humor ·was in good taste and not
discuss the world crisis and decide
the time to find out assume he is.
Soviet Union and ourselves?" and blown his chance for· re-election as
simply for the sake of crowd
upon an appropriate plan of
··1 -never imagined the lJ .S. on the you stated in your letter. I can nqt
Those ol us who han~ cxumined
entertainment.
action. These PEACE ACTION
till' prcsidcntia I race a ncl co.mpa red
same par with the Soviet Union." see how it can hurt him with
I guess I was most impressed at
DAYS would climax in an ALL
the candid~1tcs knov. he is dot.
Well Jonathan I am going to tell unofficial po"lls across the nation what an unhiased presentation he
UNIVERSITY RALLY.
McGo\'ern i!-> a candidate with nc\\
vou that the United States of showing that · out of every 4
gave us. He was addressing us as
In addition , about ten groups
ideas pert.1ining to the problems
America is not at the same par as Americans I is against his action.
the youth of today. the power of
have been formed to do such things
the Soviet Union. Let's use
that face us toda). while still
Douglas Bryan
tomorrow. His mission. as I saw it,
as
holding on to his ideologies that
Afghanistan for example. The
was to stir us up. "To agitate you",
•·one Proud American"
I. Contact all facultv members
h,ne made him successful and a ·
Soviet Union invaded that country
as he said. to .make us think and
2. Develop fact s_hcct., to be used
well respected liheral senator
ACT To get us to vote. He 5ited _ for no reason at all. Why diQ_J~ey
as the basis of discussion on the

Poli<~e

JC,

Leary

Peac,~ Rally

Dowst

McGorern
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Letters ·~
positive atmosphere. As . the regulars present. the Marines and c.locun1entcd case for their own
- classroom fulfilled Joseph Consemester progressed - and the Rangers would ha,e come ,rnay beliefs.
rad's famous dictum:· "M\ task ... is
The second pqint raised was
normal intra,.floor bonds and with much \.\cHsc than mere!\ ;1
by the power of the written word.
friendships began. the situation !) I()() d \ 11 0 Se. AS the ;) Id more disturbing to me. The same
to :11ake 1 ou hear_ to make yonfccl
V ie t n ,i mes c N I. I- ( N a t i o n a I man who complained that the
became quite agreeable.
. - It is, before all. to make, ou sec."
Now the semester is nearly over. Liberation Front) lighters oltcn presentation wasn't balanced went
Now. almost JO \cars a·fter first
-f o the Editor:
there has been increased t-alk of used to say. the, would much on to call it propaganda. Marc
meeting Max May·nard. ·, am -sure
The arrival of the fall Alumnus that his cxtraord inary. vision h,·1s·
Hcrnld and Richard England both
b rea k'mg ·up the lounges. Moving rather face ihe clu-ms\, oafish and
was especially welcome because of playcdapartiJ]makin. gmeabettc-r
the residents into more over-loaded llS troops than ha\l' referred to their information
its article on the art of the late Max during all those years .
conventional rooming arrange- to fight soldiers of the ARVN sources throughout their
Maynard. Of all the "characters" 1·
Richard Dag~ctt L_}nde_ ments. This seems to be an almost ( Army of the Repuhlic of South presentations. and offered to
have met, Max Mavhard is one of
Catch-22 situation. If the lounge Vietnam). \.\ho wcrl' much more provide a detailed. specific list of
57 L
the most unforgettable.
their sources H) anyone who
Aromas. CA _ _ residents remain in the lounges. the mobile, ellcctiH· and dangerous.
It was my sophomoric privilege
- So a .chapter in world historv is \.\anted to sec them. · The most
University will still appear to have
second semester 1954-55 to first
_ a housin_g problem. On the other closed. hut the hook is far fi:om common source for both or them
meet Maynard in . class as my
., Sou.rt"es.
finished. I think that Fidel ~aid it was 7he New York Times, which is
hand, the lounge residents, should
humanities teacher. He inspired
they be reJocated, will be faced to best the other day in Ha\ana : "The · recognized worldwide for its
me by his eccentric genius, which.
readjust to an entire new floor and United States. iiitcnding to kill a excellent journalism. and hard!\·
as a tea<;:her, demanded perception
possible area of campus. After symbol. killed a corpse: a.nd ()11 thl' considered to he subvcrsi,~
from his students - the · act of To the h.litor:
assessing the problem the most contrary,.rL'susc1tated the svmhnl. " propaganda. Ot_11er sources wcrt.·
"seeing" how a particular scene 1n
Nicholas· Ko1IO\
7he J,ondon Financial Times, a ml
·
Becka Sc) mour\ letter ( A'l'l1' judicial solution would be to allow
literature c!_nd rendered through · lltllll/J.\hire 11 . X XJ) \\as an
the lounge residents the choice of
language would appear to the appropriate response to Peter
remaining floor residents. Even
.. artist's eye." During this class as Spa11-0s' ,erhiagl:.. Shl: shoulu . with this condition it seems to be
well as his 18th century British rcci)gni1c ho\.\c\er that. without
the general concensus that the
literature classes I was awestruck ~1ckncrnkdging the source ol the
dormitory residents on a whole arc
at Maynoard's ability to pick up a 1_d cas .and la nguagc she horro\.\Td
not opposed to the continued
piece of ch.aJk and .in!;t~ntly .~\ct~_h lrgf!J. . ~i~.c~rgc Ornell's' L>ssa,· presence of their floor-mates in the
on the blackboard any character, Politics A11d · T/w - -/:1t-1!_1-n.,iz,v,: lounges as perminent residents.
costume, setting, etc., by wav of l,tmguagl', she is plagiari1i1~g his
-A:ticc"Bilodem'.l"
- ·· t~d-i Jor -sho(1Jtl
showing how something ought to work.
look.
The correct attrihution \\ cnrld in
Maynard's scathing wit against no way diminish the i11tclligcnl'C of
s11/n11i1te.d to roo111
unperceptive answers by students her . response. hut its ahsence
(he played no favorites) never ser_iously harms hc.r intc.g rity as a
bothered me a whit, for J. never .. writer. .
took personally his sarcasm at m 1
il,n)uffy ·" , To the-Editor:
""""". ?· .. (i-~r 1
sometimes obtuseness, whereas ·1"
It has been tr~1ly amusing' fo ·
revelled in t~e encouragement of
follow the commentary on . Marc
Grena.tlu ··
reports from the lJ nitcd Nations
his ~1~c{#i\6Cd -luestioning ~hilc he
Herold's articles about the
the World Bank. Is .thi1t and
coaxc~ me along to the vision he
Grenada invasion which recently
This is supposed to
propaganda'!
had educed from myself - appeared in this newspaper.
be a democratic, pluralistic
"someone who can't -draw a
Frustrated cn1pirc builder Peter
countr·y. When solid.· well
straight line with a ruler."
Spanos resorts to pompous (and
Du~ing one semester of mv
argun1cnts arc
documented
Editor:
the
To
attacks
shallow) ad homincrri
To the Editor:
senior year, I attended bi-weeklv·
Last Thursday I attended the attacked as propaganda. instead ol
without. of course; addressing the
order
in
know.
people
most
As.
tutorials (then obligatory ro·r
issues. To claim that US students teach-in on Cirenada at the library. being intelligently argued on ·the
for a letter to the editor to he
English majors during the la.st two
in danger. as Spanos docs. on It was a carefully researched. hasis of their own ri1crits. then I .
were
published, it has to he typewritten.
. years) at Maynard's ncwly-aquircd
of bis own "interviews" is clearly prcsented .aJternative to the _ think we have a very dangerous
basis
the
double spaced, and not extremely
home on Madbury Road. After the
Since when do the rhetoric and censored news reports ., situation. When Marc Herold is
absurd.
would
I
this,
To
pages).
(two
long
first such meeting, to which I had
impressions of thathavcbecnthemain so.urccsof attacked as a communist
subjective
and
suggestion
a
like to make
brought my portable record
ve American information on Grenada for the sympathizer who is ignorant of
nai
politically
rcyucst to all budding l,c ttcr
player, Maynard invited me to stay
political science, instead of having
"fact"! Did past few weeks.
constitute
adolescents
writers. Please, stick to the issues
and . hear a few more poetry
his arguments intelligently and
during
raised
were
points
Two
Spanos also interview the students
that you agree or disagree with.
readrngs, and he a:nd I ended up
who wished to remain on the the question and answer period· factual_ly cha_ll~nµ.ed. then I think
"insidiously
an
someone
Calling
staying· up all night drinking "Old
following the presentation which _hysteria reminiscent of _McCarth:i p r~) -c c:i mm uni s L- s..r-e.a ~ c . isJand? Doesn't- the fact that
Mad.rid" sherry (then $2.35 the
l'd like to address here. One ma11 ism is carrying the day. I find that
US
of
numbers
substan-tial
implying that ROTC members arc·
gall<rn at "Doc Green's'; in Dover),
he was disappointed that there most upsetting.
said
held
robots or requesting that someone students were in Grenadan
discussing literature, ideas, art,
_ One final note on propaganda
for as long as 50 hours after wa~n't an alternative ,point of view
areas
docs
it,
lea'!e
or
America
love
music and lots of other things. In
1 he U.S. Army has a "psychologisug!lcstcd.
he
dchate.
A
presented.
had
that,
suggest
invasion
US
the
your
absolutely nothing· to further
th_e wee hours I was "carrying on''
would have made for a~ more cal warfare" unit operating in
cause. It just allows you. the letter they wanted to, the Grcnadan
with · Maynard\ approval ( no
presentation. I have Grenada. as it has since day one ol
conJplete
writer to· vent your hot air at our defenders (or Cubans) could have
student I ever knew would dare call
taken "hostages"! · Even if one some problems with that. First of the invasion. This for a country
expense.
~i'!1 -Max to his face). imitating
takes Spanos' methodology at.face all. it is mH the responsibility of the that is supposedly wdcoming the
If you read a · letter that you
lacul-ty members' speech and
value. what about the fact that Progressive Student Organi'n1tion. American "liherators" with opL'l1 .·
would like to take issue ~·ith
mannerisms - including his own.
at the flag-waving. chest- which sponsored the teach-in. or arms! Reagan\ television address.
even
argue
please.
.
.
one)
this
~inclt!ding
"Yes. yes! Dick! Do go on!" he
thumping White House cclebra- - any other student group. to make . presented .while nearly total news
issue
the
against
or
for
mtcll1gently
would sav. When I told him that
",icwofan censorship was heing _cxc,rtcd on
only. Do not take issue wiih the . tion "welcoming" the students surewcgeta"halanced
st.udehts ~aid he had an accent. he
hclongs the i~land; ~vas c~rnsidercd a great
rcsponsihilit:-,·
That
issue.
of
half
least
at
".
;
home·
"hack
writer's political doctrine. place of
replied: "Nonsense. It is rvu who
told reporters that to each of us as citi1cns. We should public relations _1ob, although the
students
the
activitie!->
ndividual
ior
residence
,
.
have the accent!"
they were endangered only by the be the ones seeking out opposing various justifications he gave fl)r
The l_a st t-1mc I saw Maynard was · and then go running behind the
points of vjew and listening _to the _inva~ion ~ere disputed ~y ~Hir
·
US invasion itself'!
that
first amendment. Leave
during the summer of 19.63 when I
It would be hypocritical for Allies (111cludrng Great Bnta111).
them.
listen
didn't
Spanos
Well.
unnecessary garbage out and your
taught remedial - English at the
Student the organization of American
Progressive
the
to
reason
not
is
there
and
before.
letter will be much niore effective.
Uriversity 9nd I '-A at Pease Air
believe that he will listen now. His Organization. which already has a States. and the United Nations.
willing
more
much
he
will
Pcc~plc
. B~se. When I visjtcd him a't his
pompous verbosity, which betrays political bias. to try to sponsor an Just whi) is inflicting propaganda
to listen to your view. In addition.
home, he was lo~ciy because -his
complete ignorance or a "unbiased" presentation. Instead on whom?
either
Michael 1-clhcr
wife and daughters were away ·· it wij.1 make you loqk and soL111d
hidden agenda, at least seems to their job is to make an honest~ well
and
ve
p:rcssi
m
i
more
much
seeing relatives during summer
have con,inced (or fooled) hardly
intelligent. Responsible journavacation . Trulv. without the love
lism not only includes rL:portcrs anyone except the boys ,o ver at
of his family, and his responsibility
ROT( (which i_s hardly
and c_ditcns hut the letter· writer!->
towards >them. Maynard might
surprising). Truthfully now
.
well.
as
readers:
and
have been only another "Gully
Michael Hass Spanos_ you arc only practicing to
Ji_mson," the outrageous (and
become an American politician,
essentially failed) artist in .Joyce
right'! Surely you don't really
Cary's The Horse'.\- Mouth. The
speak (or write) that way. do you'!
st~biltiy . of Maynard's familv
Actually. I su~pcct I know what
otiviously . provided him fo1: ail
is really hugging Spanos. He has
those years rhc ~'iecurity to ptfrsue
reali1ed th,1t the nrnch vaunted
2)tlo11b/,, ·"l'"''t•tl ( so ,..,. ''"" mnrk for 1y1u•st•lli11{.!)
his own artwork (as well as teach).
Cuban . "combat brigade" on
Editor:
the
To
.
' While 1- knew vaguely of his
Grenada was ii1 fact onlv a bunch
A note to the lJt\!H Housing or ci,il engineers with so~1c militia
background as an artist in Canada
Director:
beJorc he came to UNH, and was
training. the same training that the
The . awkward and unfair
aware ,t hat while l'iving in Durham
majority of Cuhan citi1ens
, ollll'rlf'i.•w ,..,, tlo 110/ lu11·,, room for
was
that
living
lounge
situation of
he was known to paint now and
receives. American reporters on
thrust upon us, the lounµ.e
th~n. it i!:i only recently. in the last
hand in Havana to witness the
residents. at . the onset of this return of wounded Cubans saw
years after his retirement and now
semester posed a number of some paunchy. some scrawn\.
with the appea_rancc of his work at
problems. In ,iddition to the
the Univcr.sity Art Cialler-ics. that I
mostly middle-aged lcllows wlio
normal freshmen awa y frqm home
apparently along - with most
a lot likc ... construction
looked
r>roblems. came the· troubles of engineers. Thn· were cert.iinh not
have become
everyone else d
aware of _just how much -Ma\.nard
privacy.
of
lack
space.
crammc_
.J
fighting men.- What 1s ,:ealh
and hav111g to cope with more than
had distinguished himself in art.
bothering Spanos is this: if these
or " 11h,11w 1111111/u•r.
one person in clmcd yu,ntcrs.
Max Maynard, then. will
guys could put up a "stiffer
Despite the ,iddcd discomforts
probably be loi1g-rc.membcred for
rcsi-.tancc th,1n expected." it
his paintings. And .he will alwa\-.S . and- incomcnicnu:~ of lounue
certain!> dm--. not hodc ,en well
'i
,
·· ·
be . remembered h,, me (and i;·\, · 1_IVIng,
.11()t
\.\HS
clyart l<lll
for the qu.ilit y of the "elit~--- l! S
man,- t)thcr·.forrn:tr stt1<.llrnts. La ni . i•mnossihlc . Gi\rn sumc time to
troors \\ho ill\aded the isl,1nd. II
adjust, thi..· situation turned into a
sui-c) its · a · tcac'hL-'r \\·ho ~i,1 thi:
there h,1d. indeed. hecn Cuhan

Alum1111s
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f"ur-~a le by original owner . 1974 two-door
Chevy Vega h<)tchback, Creampuff.
condition' Recently rebuilt engine with
'--A_p_a_r_tme_n_t_s_to_r_R_e_n_t_ [ .
steel sleeves, new pistons, rings and
bearings . Later model head has hydraulic
Tliir-c.l femnlli roomnwll! wanted to slwrc? · lifters for quiet running engine . New
muffler system , four good tires _witl1
.,,,,,, -;.,,,_, 6 -room ,Ipartnwnt in Dover
Mustang hubcaps Low mileage . Asking
Locillecl on Botll Dover A and B Km1 -Van
$1. 100. If you are serious and want to
routes . Own room . $150 mo, p lus lwnt
talk, call 868-5494 or 868-9650 (ask for
am! E-ilectrir.. If you l1,1v(-! tend~!nc1es to be
Barb) . Leave your name and number . 1·11
qui et but cnn bu rowd1e (which ·wEi \;e
call you back (I'm impossible to c:ntch nt
been know to be,,,..,.,,_,;.,,;,,//\-), cnll 749
home otherwise) . Please c,1II bl-! tween 5
9372 . Easiest to find us lawr ~1t night, but
· p.m. and 10 p.·m_
keep tryi1ig . ·
Vital information about " UFOs" : booklet
Need a summer sublet for summer 1984?
condP.nsed from thesis- sophisticated
Come lease early- beautiful, well kept
intelligence analysis. Ask for WHAT YOU
apt on Main St -- 1 minute from campus
NEED TO KNOW at -Town & Campus, or
Very LARGE apt. Female wanted Fr< ! ( ➔
$3 .00 to autlwr (Jolin Oswalcl, P 0
send
bed, 111 Durham's most luxurious iipts.
Bos 652, Hampton, N H 03842) Arrnnge
Call ANN, eve 868 - 1880
free, group meeting with nuthor (writfi, or
One hnlf of a large double room with batll
call 926 -6395 aft<~r 6 30 p.m .)
available to female student for 1983 -84
For salP : 1971 VW bus, 15,000 milfis on
second semester. Ten minute walk from
rebuilt engine . New p,1ini job, runs wdl
T-Hall. Furnished with private entrance .
$1,500 or best offer. Call Chris ill
Asking
$150 for se_lll(!Ster, including ut1lit1es
868-9656 or Krist, at 868 -2968
Telephone 868 -2217 after 4 p.m

Apartment in Newmarket for sublet. One
bedroom . On Kari .-Van route . No pets
S275 / month, heat included . Call Alan
Wiren, during the day at 862-2360, in the
evening at 659-6164. Available !low!

Mototwca1w Bicycl(! 23" frnme, blue?
Su~ino AT cranksut. sc?alcid bearinq huhs,
nlloy wheels $175 or best offer. Excellent
commu1Ing b1cycl(--! .

· SnowJ1r!?S Goodyear F-32 all ·winter
-R~:ntil Is : Apartments and Efficiencies
radials ER78 - 14 Excellent condition Two -tlireti room units. From 70 yveekly . . usJ,d o_nu_season, less than 5000 mi . John
Security required. Kitchenettes __:_ private
Fit.z-gur,rl c;f 862 3~)05 ; 8'68 -.7319
hath . Atlantic Motels - Hampton Beach:
N.H . (603) 926-3292
Room for rent, shared bath, residential
,
·
area. Off-stn-➔ et parking. Two miles from
•
•
campus . Avaiable · Dec . 15th
You w,~nt ..PU.!S1c $_-~ ttJt.w.rn::rt-.m, p/;;iy '; >u
160 001 month call 868- 54 70.
- - ·~wnnt ~ u~'~for your affair . MUSIC ON
----------------,. -

I

["_.:-·

Help _:Nanted , •

4

11111
t
'

\..,,;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
Tu.tor . _C ouns\ ilors, U1)w,ir_cj Bound . Fo(lr
work study ·p0s it1ons fm S(id,ind semest<➔ r4 2 5 ; Ii our, 7 - 1 0
n n cl I 1 <?yon cl
h6ms Wt!(-ik . BEi thert! forotl-w rs, b~! there for yoursdf Complete! application at
Robinson HouSE➔, Rosemary L,111(! -·
Dr!adJ111.f!, .11 .,,2-3 1•83 .,

SKI FOR FREE THIS WINTER! Work arnf
ski 111 ii ski resort from the ·beginner to
,1dvancc?cf slrn,r Let my brochwe tell you
how to lw ii successful ski -bum . Send $1
to; Box 783 , Quechee , Verniont , 05059
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. . ·1~

Services and Repairs " _ ;

.,

WHEELS foe cotes call John at 749 ~~~~ron,c · rep,w - - Expert servic e on
computer and stereo equipment. Factory
·authorized repair center for Epson Dot-Matrix printers .and sriecializiny in
Northstar, Zenith and TRS - 80
-Microcomp.uters . A -B serial switclws
$75.00. Call Fi eld fochnicnl service at
603 -664 -5058 . "
Typing of ·1 ern1 ~ ·papefs;, manuseripts,
th eses, etc . by profess1onnl typist .· Will
pick up and deliver if necessary.
Reasonabl e rat es. Cal I 207-439 -4141
any time . Ask for Carol

.,

Are you kidding? I never even knew those · ·Liz How did your sheep get nuked? i hope
are real hours in the day!
you have fun sleeping in a tree!!!! Well
have a great Thanksgiving. I'll be looking
-ARE YOU 18 OR OVER? Find out some
in trees on my Way back. SLM
real interesting things two adults can do
together . Contact: ·Students for
Carol: Good luck on the Mortality exam.
McGovern, 33 4th St. Dover, N.H. 03820,
Make sure you get those nerves and
749-'9413 . First meeting Nov. 29, Senate
muscles straight. Patty.
Rm, MUB, 630 p.m .
Ray is a ruthless· sports reporter.
WANT TO MAKE MONEY AT HOME
Maggie is a fast pizza eater.
DOING SIMPLE, EASY TO LEARN

Imagine bal<ing in the sun, sIppIng on a
Margarita and admiring the beach
sceneries in March. It's possible when ·
you spend-the long awaited Spring break
in the Bahamas .
Spend 3 nights and four days, March 1518 for a reduced student price of $299.00
or spend 4 nights and five days, March
11-15, for only $329.00 All taxes are
included.
If you wish to i;:ome back to school in
March with a tan, contact Mark at 8621662 or 868-9777 before the beginning
of Christmas break to reserve a seat

Oh yes, the semester is winding down.
Hang in there everyone, ·you won't be
subjected to trivial personals i.n a couple
of weeks.,

PROJECTS? So would we, but we're the
McGovern for President Committee and
we need your help right here in this area
Contact: 33 4th St. Dover, N.H. 03820,
749-9413. First meehng Nov. 29, Senate
Rm, MUB, 6 30 p.m .

This package includes round trip airfare
from Boston to Nassau and hotel
accomadations next to the beach and the
hotel golf course.
Hi Cutie, tengo trio and no one is as warm
ns you are! You know I'll be your friend
even if you tlo go away (But you'd better
stay just to be sure') I love you, tutaloo!
Have a bon jour. Me

Hello Todd.
Quit squecking Jane.

DO YOU · LIKE RONALD REAGAN? DO
YOU THINK HE IS THE BEST PRESIDENT
WE'VE EVER HAD? If you do, don't
respond to this ad . We're trying to make
American a better place. Contact:
Students for McGovern, 33 4th St. Dover,
N.H. 03820, 749-941'3. first · Meeting
Nov. 29, Senate Rm MUB, 6:30 p.m.

To the sexiest COP·on campus : answer to
the riddle? Stop over ·and we'll do some R
&D
Katie and Sue, sorry I didn't go out with
you on 5aiuraay, nut wn.en you c,c.111eo, my
_head was renlly in no condition to do
nnything· hut sleep . We'll go out at least
once before the end of the semester . Hell,
lf'{Ei may even have a Christma,s party, you _
, rn!ver know. Thanks for asking anyways,
·
Snntch
Attention all Handicnpped Students
Bradie Kraft-Lund, Coordinator of
· Handicapped, Services, will have office
Lar-x.R~\>,.c
hours in_ Room _12_? _i':'. 11:e
., from the, ·comm1.Jter Transfer Center)
every Monday from 12 :30 -4 30 and ·
Thursday form 1-4:30. Feel fr ee to drop in
or call for an appointment.

~¥lJ~

Jane H. Thanks · for all your · advice and
help with M.E. but more importantly with
advertising. I just can't wait until you have
me doing all the ordering!! I hope you feel ·
better after you have been home with
your dogs for a while. Thanks for the ride
too. See you at 6:00 tonight. SLM

Jeff and John - Get psyched for a wild
time at the P.O. We've got some exciting
things in store, so b.eware!! Love, J & M.
P.S. Haoov Thanksqiving
Laura & Iii' Jill - Have a Happy Turkey
Day. We miss you guys; stop over soon1!
Jayne and Jill

Ear, Maybe if James comes up today, then
he can see his name in print right? Hope
you h::,vo ::, gro::>t Th::>nkc,9ivin9 \Nith him .

See you at some point! SLM

Chris H., I· agree. We do have stimulating
conversati0ns. _Even if we rarely agree.
Here's to more intense talks. Andi
Walter, thanks for trying to help me,
straighten out rriy life. i think it's rather .
hopeless, but it's good to _have a frie_nd
who-ma~es me lau'gl-i at \ny woes, and kick
me in thei rear when I start feeling sorry
for myself. And we do have the most
intriguing conversations! I really am
going to write to you and keep irritating
you If I didn't, what would the point of .
living be? "Miss Parker, Miss P_9 rker" ·

Have you thought of the threat of nuclear
destruction? You can help stop the arms
' race . There wi'lf,, be . an . important
Looking for a female roomma_te to share
organizational meeting of STUDENTS
an apartmentfor second semseter. Great
location, tust_5 minutes from downtow'rt
FOR CRANSTON, Tuesday, Novembrir 22
(today) at 7 00 p.m. in McCor.~f"-11.(V.VSBE) , $200i m'onth , includes everything except
Room 302 . Questions? Call 862 -3404 or
electricity. Own bedroom. Call Kathy or
Beth 868-1987.
862 -3031.
' TM RUNNING FOR PRESIDENTTO HALT
THE ARMS RACE." Sen . Alan Cranston is
committed to puffing an end to "The
incredibly expensive nuclear arms rac-e _
which threatens to end our exist e nce as a
people .' · Yoo can help Com·e to an ·
important organizational meeting of
STUDENTS FOR CRANSTON Tuesday,
November 22 (today) at 7:00 p.m. in
McConnell (WSBE) room 203. Questions?
Call 862-3404 or 862-3031

Lisa R.: Why aren't you ever home?? _

To The Guys Who Think It's Funny To Put
Mayonaise In People's Beds and Take
Everything Out Of Their Room and Be
Plain, Old Pains: BEWARE!!!!! (Actually
yoa're not really pains, but you already
know that or else we wouldn't hang
around with you so much!) From the Girls
Who Tl:iink --lfs-- Funny-"Td"""P1'.J't~Sh"ai/ing "
Cream, Toothpaste, and Fake Snow all
over Rooms and Cars!

Patty, I'll miss you next semester. Now I'll
have to be the calm one with no
complaints. Just think, only one more late_
night at this crazy place. (That we all love)
Have a great weekend and I'll see you
,
when we get back. SLM
,
.
, . .. --, G , .,.,, • '
.
',, The CILlo109would li_ketow1sh the entire
University _ cor;nmun,ty a very happy
Thank5g1ving. _Best wishes and a warm
family hol,dav, J. Guillemette, owner.

Hey Ju lay: I knew we could do it. We're
just awesome. And believe it or r)Ot th_ere
is a light at the e_n d of the tun[)el, we Just
haven't seen the beams yet. Have a ch icky
day .. . opps I mean night!-The
tweezerbrain .
You're welcome, again, Chris, and you
have a good Thanksgiving holiday too,
OK? Carol
Her Germs-tweezers! We Pinto owners
must stick together. I -•ll't'tir mine was in
the shop Saturday night! Juice

poy

do things runJ,rr90J~l.Yr.-'rh-~n~ _
Patt}\,
you work . I love Monday n1gfits! Boy, do I
appreciate what a fabulous job you do.

NARVA NARVA NARVA NARVA NARVA
NARVA NARVA
Typing on an IBM personal computer
Coming soon:The Jim Guillemette Story,
r · y·~i a r
Experience the wonders of floppy disc .
0 V E R S EA S J O B S - · S u rn starring S.McClintock as HIM,(him, hiCT_l).
round Europ e, S Am er- , Australia, Asin _ .Per pag EJ, S-1.50; revised page, 75¢.
A
And M. Dinapoli as 'young Jim'.
Tables of contents, 1ncfexes, footnotes-$500 - $1200 monthly
All /1(:lds
W.Tinkelenberg production.
no problem Let me take some of the
SightS(·?c1niJ - Free info, Write IJC, Bo_x 52 Drew, the lightest person on the floor, HE
hassle out of your dissertation or -term
NH, Corona DPI Mi!r, CA 92625
Christmas Concerti Featuring the New
made out all right.
paper Call Dorothee (207) 676 -9A4:2
,:, Hampshire- Notables - a]ld ,the .. New
Part -t1nw SJJOrting d JOOds and' ' cross
Drew, one of the wettest heads -on the .
Mar, you're a true friend . Tlianx f&,
couritry ski s,il!!S Ci rll or npply-in per son at
Hampshfre Gentlemen- plos special
guests! Dec. 2nd, 8 00 p.m ., Strafford
understanding Friday.a nd for making me ' floor, HE made out O.K.
Putnam Sport s, 102 Stat e st. Portsmouth ,
Room in MUB Tickets are $1 .00--Personals
"keep smiling," Love Andi. You know, the
431 7764 .
available from either a Notable or a
one with the banana stickers?????
0 V E R S E A S J O B S - - S u m m er ; y e a_r
G_e_,n_t_le_,n_i_a_n_.- - - - - - - - - - - ...H_a_\i_'e_y_O_L_I_tl-1o_u_g_h-_t_o_f_ t-h-,e-,t_h_r_e_a.Jtof nuclear
What foot fetish? Too bad everydaV:s not
round Europt', S. Amf :r , Austrapa , Asia
Sunday. Is that surreal? And just 1dw do
Heeeeeeyyyyyy! HAPPY · 2nd ANNIVERAll fi e lds . $500 - $1200 monthly
destruct ion? You can help stop the arms
you plan to take to the Blue Strawberry?
SARY BB I Sill wicked love you, Man.
There will be an important
S1tJlllS(1< !1n~J - Free info, Write IJC, Box 52 - · race
"YG" 1:-lovember 24th, 1983.
NH . Coronn Del Mar, CA 92625
organizatiornil meeting of STUDENTS
.
Hfl.PPY Bjqt'lqav, Andy I,..!!! ,
Bunny Love, Happy Monthaversary. Tnis' ·
FO-R CRANSTON, Tuesday, November 22
Sw!nd Spring Break iri Sun·ny Florida,
Win a dinner for two at Riversmere in
is the girl, -Mom Don't forget! March 2nd,
(today) nt 7 :00 p m . in McConnell (WSBE)
Burnwd,r , or the Bahamas--- Be a campL,1s
Portsmouth, and an evening at Theatre2 hd, Right? Thanks for helping me
March _
Room 302 Questions? Cnll 862 3404 or
Rep - uillforryat(617)449 -6860(9 5)or
By-The Sea to see the musical "She Loves
with the animals, you 're the bestest. Only
862 -3031
(617) 444 7863 (6-10)
Me"; or a gift certificate for a pair of Nike
1 more sneaky thing to go . -Hop Hop
'TM RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT TO HALT
sneakers; or a gift certificate at Town and
WORI< STUDY STUDENTS Th e TASK
OVERSEAS JOBS-Sum mer / year
Campus . Buy a ticket for the Mortar Board
Cf!nt f? I Is tnk111~J applications for tlw _ THE.ARMS RACE ,-, Sen . Alan Cranston is
Asia.
Australia,
.,
Amer
S.
Europe,
,
round
The
"
to
end
and
putting
to
committed
raffle next week in the MUB!
work
posItIon of 'Tutor . Counselor tci
Ari fields. $500-$1200 monthly.
incredibly expensive nuclear arms race
Spr111u scmwsU!r 8 -12 hours; we ek. Soph
Win a dinner for two at Riversmere in
Sightseeing . Free info. Writer IJC, box 52which tlireatens to end our existence as a
or Jr . standinq You will bP. trained . $3 35 Portsmouth, and an evening at Theatre•
NH , Corona Del mar, CA 92625 .
people ." You can help Come to an
$4 10. hr Call 2 3698 or stop by for an
By-the Sea to see the musical "She Loves
important organizational meeting of
i1ppl1r:at1on IJeforf) Dec . 51h . STOKE 35D
Mood?
Christmas
the
into
get
to
Starting
Me"; or a gift certificate for a pair of Nike
_
STUDENTS FOR CRANSTON Tuesday,
Maybe a Christmas co_n cert will help,
sneakers; or a gift certificate at Town and
November 22 (today) at 7:00 p.m . in
Notables
Hampshire
New
the
see
Come
Campus. Buy a ticketfor the Mortar Board
Mr.Connell (WSBE) Room 203.
and the New Hampshire Ger.tt:!emen Sing
·
raffle next week in the MUB!
Questions? Call 862-3404 or 862 -3031:
songs of the holiday season. Concert is
a dinner for' two at Riversmer-e in
Win
Carolyn!! Happy big 20th Birthday. Here ·s
Dec. 2nd at 8:00 p.m-. _in the Strafford
Portsmouth, and an evening at Theatrewishing you the greatest day- have-fun - Room in the MUB. Tickets are $1 .00By-The Sea to see the musical "She Loves
you deserve tile BEST! Love Betsy, Marie
For sale : 1 pr . Ohm C2 speakers $300; 1
available from either a Notable or a
Me"; or a gift certificate for a pair of Nike
pr . Ultra linear 1DOA spenkers $8[);
Gentleman.
The sisters of Chi Omega sorority are
sneakers; or a gift certificate at Town and .
Rei11istic: Apm -200 peak and RMS Power
sponsorin\J a " Mile of Pennies" drive . The
Before you all get too much into the.
Campus. Buy a ticket for the Mortar Board
meter 0 -200 watts $45 : all pric:!?S
money raised will go the "Save the
that
all
you
remind
us
let
spirit,
Christmas
_·
raffle next we~k in the MUB!
negotinblf➔- Call for clE,tails, 868 -1660
Children" to sponsor a needy child . Any
just one day before Thanksgiving is Cindy
donations will be greatly appreciated A
1980 Citnt ,on Chevrolet , 2 door SP.di1n.
Susan, Hi! I can't believe Thanksgiving is
A's 21st Birthday. Don't forget to wish her
almost finally here! Yeah!.!! I also can't
ta\)le will be set up on the main floor of the
superior condition, maroon, AM FM
a very happy one. You might even get a
believe we did so much damage! Well,
MUB on these dill<➔ s for the collection of
radio, rear defroster, rust-proof, 59.500
kiss out of the deal-, knowing Cin.
even if we have to buy them dinner, we
pennies Sept. 14 and 28, Oct , 12 a net 26,
miles . Need to sell . Best offm . Call aft(ir
still know that they only won because we
Dear Kyle Stupi'Head. You are in for a real
7 00 p.m, 431 -7449 .
Nov. 9 and 23, and Dec. 7. You can also
chose to LET them!! Ha,ha! At least it's
treat-I- will be in Eaton House - next
bring your pf nnies to our house on 11
Head HBP Comps 197cm, $50 . Dynaf,t
to laugh about- right down to
something
how
way,
the
BY
fun!
What
semseter!
Strafford Ave . next to the New Englnnd
Comps . $25 · Size 9 men's . Call 431 :
the store to buy paint!! Well, at least they
shall I repay you for that note you left on
Center nnytim(-) This will be run the
3704
didn't get to do the mayonaise! Or at least
Jim's door? Hmm. Just you wait. Laura
.whole SP.mesteri so start saving those
they better not have! Our poor, wonderful,
1975 Toyota C<d1cc1 ST Coupi~. Low milcis,
Stupi' Head .
pennies!
Asking
.
more
radials. new iixhaust and
abused room!! Well, we'll get them when
Looking for a place to live next semester?
Cindy A (yes, tl1at's the onP. who works
$1395 .00 or BO Call 868 1425 days and
really least expect it - like in Florida
they
need
and
December
in
graduating
I'm
for 'fl,,, _, II )-- Tomorrow is her 21st
868 5241 niohts Ask for Mark or leave
something. Ha, ha, ha! (That is said
or
furnished
A
place.
my
take
to
someone
.
Happy
chick!
old
an
What
Birthday!!
nc1me and number,
with a snide grin to anyone else who is
room is available ns of Jan . 1, but I'm
Birthday _C in -Cin, a'nd have n great day
reading this, you guys!) Well, better get
willing to pay part or all of the rent for that
"3M" COPIER FOR SALL SINGLE
Sorry can't really be with you to celebrate,
g! Have a happy day! Karla
goin_
-2401.
659
call
interested
If
month.
COPIES EXCELLENT CONDITION - BEST
but we·II catc:h up upon return from
OFFER PERFECT FOR A STUDENT
Thanks~Jiving, 01<? LoV(!, Carol
Hey LB.! Like I said, look for the personal.
ARE YOU BORED WITH LIFE? Would you
ORGANIZATION PROFESSOR-OR ANY Well our party was fun, sandahdall.(We
like a really moving experience?We 'lI put
Dear stuch-➔ nts· I am much -concerned
ON•E WHO HATES DISHING-OUT DIMES
did clean up pretty·well ·I think) I hope you
a little light in your life. Contact : Students
because your educations ilrf➔ \Jrossly
FOR COPIES WILL GO FAS, 1 CHRIST have a GOOD! day today, and I can't wait
N.H.
Dover,
St.
4th
33
McGovern,
for
misundm
SP.rious
through
distortod
MAS IS COMING , CALL 868 2435
03820, 749-9413 . First meeting Nov. 29, ' until we get back from Thanksgiving and
s t f1 n clings rE➔ qiirdin~J the UFO
TU.ESDAY OR 'THURSDAY, BETWEEN 12 _goto Horsefeath~rs. (it's in D. to_o. I may
Senate Rm, MUB, 6:30 p.m .
phenonwnunY. Therefore, I ur1w you to
2 p .m OR 5 -7 Ji 111
have to give you a tour of a certam road.)
contact Town and Campus Inc: for th e
Anyhow. . .we'II have tG wait and see. By
R-B-A-S-B-L-EE-Are you - the best
ARCADE SIZE AIR HOCKEY GAME FOR
condensed V(!rsIon of my tlws1s . Ask for :
the way I'll be back Sat. so if yo_u need to
Scrable player on or off campus-Join us!
SALE . EXCELLENT CONDITION BEST
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Faculty, staff or student. Sign-up in the · set up an appointment, I can fmd a free
OFFER PERFECT FOR A FRATERNITY OR
hour to talk. See you _later, your
Games Room, Nov . 3rd .
0 VE R S EA S J O B S -- S t11n nH~ r y ,ea r
SOMEONE WHO WANTS TO MAKE A
·~~mm<>t<> ~t M
round . Europe , S Anwr ., Austral,;1 , Asin .
How do spell "GOOD TIMES"? S-C-R-AUNIQUE ADDITION TO THEIR
monthly
$500$1200
All fl(·)lds
Hi Yawn, my best buddy. Love you, yo~ . t-:-::+-;:+::-f"!!'
B-B-L-E! Open to faculty, staff and
GAME ROOM NEED A UNIQUE
52box
IJC,
WritP.
info
FriiP
Si~Jhtseein~J
. l 'llmissya.Haveaveryhappyturkeyday
by
students . Sigri up in the games room
CHRISTMAS PRESENT7 ,, CALL 868 -2435
NH, Corona Del mar , CA 92625 .
i-::,-t-,,,,+,,,,+,,,,+=
TIGHTS
November 30th.
- TUESDAYS OR THURSDAYS BETWEEN
Dav(~- - Alpha Chi ·omerJii P-6, If you say
To my playmate, Sorry about the hockey
12 -3 p 111 OR 5 7 pm
Karen, thanks for coming up_ for our
yes expect tlH ) llest. if you say no ex1wr.t to
g ame. I hope this doesn't mean you won't anniversary.
IBM ELECTR[C TYPEWRITER FOR
Luv, Wayne
blow
come play with me anymore. Let's do a
SALE TOP CONDITION ,-BEST OFFER
who
one
the
,
Love
soon.
together
meal
Gei psyched for Christmilsl Start the
PERFECT FOR A STUDENT ORGANIZA •, ~+---+--+--Good popcorn,Rippen' Ray
wrote you up!
holiday season with a.Clir,stmas conc: ert
TION -GRAD STUDENT -PROFESSOR OR
HOUSEKEEPING: persons interested in Carol- I hear the punch at Sue's was
fP.aturing th P. Nf?w Hampshire NotiliJIP.s
ANYONE WHO NEEDS PROFESSION
and the New Hampshire GPntl(--! llWll , plus
ALLY 'TYPED MATERIAL WILL GO
early morning hours (5-6 a.m. starting pretty good. Do you remember how it • ~+,+~!II
~~-t---t--t--t-="''="
time) for housekeeping. Work-study was?
special guests! Conc:ert is Dec 2nd in tile
FAST - A U N IQ U E C H R IS T M.A S
!-:::-'t-:--1"::::'t:"::1':=-t::::preferred / some hourly opportunities
Strafford Room in thii MUB - · 8 00 p .rn .
PRESENT CALL 868 2435 TUESDAY,
Tickets, $1 .00, avai lai>i(' from a NotaiJIP or
OR THURSDAYS BETWEEN 12 3 p m OR
available Cafl· Guy Eaton at 862-2656 or · HAPPY BIRTHDAY CINDY A!!!! Love,
-. ·
5-7 p.m
a Gt!nlleman .
Juice
862-1435

me

I.I
I

Have a HUGE
Birthday, Greg!
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By JIM DAVIS

GARFIELD

CASTING- A CRITICALE. YE. ON A CAREE.R A5
A DOORSTOP -

1\·ZZ

· Finance and _Budget Committee ."
Barnes & Noble hid a fixed
annual rent for each of five
contract years. They offered
$ l 90J)00 for each of the first
three years, and $215,000 for
each <;r the last two. Barnes &
Noble plan to offer textbook ·.
discounts. Thev did not offer the University ·a share of the
·
_ sales.
Brennan College Services
bid a fi]<ed annual rent of
$J4AJ0, plus 2.48 percent of
J1et sales. If annual sales top
three million, Brennan would
offer a 5: 1 percent return-to tbe
University. Brennan guanrntced an annual return of at least
$A 1.000.

B.C.

By JOHNNY HART

YctJ JUST LO/E
Tt-lANKSE,l\/lN& Wee.K ?

'{OU WCVU::\,rT f3E so FLIPr'MJr
IF it1E @)~i;!! PILGRl/r15 HAD
c;eclDeD ~ 5TLJFFEDTLJRfLE I ·

1

[l)\l f

THE HER'lfA&E1
THE. FE6TIVITIEG1
'.fHE f?i;tJNTiFUL
HARVEST....
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t 0/DN'T ~E.T Ol!1i.'1.

ijAW~KMG~

-m~e. 'Tl~ AFT=fZ 3 .'
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· BLOOM COUNTY

ACROSS
l Sewing machine
part
6 Wheat variety
11 Smal 1 bed
13 Ornamental s h rub
14 Author of "The
Neckl~e" (2 wds.)
17 Record player part
ro 11
18 Schwarz,
19 -

famous toy store
20 Exp l oits
22 Greek s i te
23 Boy servant
z4· Reg i ons
26 Bi o- 27 l ncome stateme nt

item

• 28 Menu i tern

45 Fig h t
fixe
46 ·_
47 Emulated Andretti
49 Sea bird
synephr i ne
50 51 Threaten e d
53 Tr iang l e ·side
" (Dickens
54 "A novel)
57 Edict city
58 Powder bag
59 Hinder
60 Evi 1 glances
·

38 Meal
42 Dust ar.d mud
43 Baseba ll ha-11- of -

Anson

cotton

16 Ballerina' s assets
2 1 Toothed
23 Protective wall
25 Prophets
27 Messages
29 Electric 31 Part of MPH

33 Pours

JS-seek '
36 Spaces between veins
37 Tropical bird
DOWN
39 Artist's workshop
.
.
l En co u rages (2 wds.) 40 . Ka r l Malden TV

2 Remunercition
.
hat
3 4 Cordoba cheers

5 Madagascar monkey

JO Ambitious one

32 Don na or Rex
34 Zeus's wife
35 Nether l ands c i ty

14 Loosely woven
15 City in upstate
New York

6 Bridge se'Ctions

series , for short
4 1 Iceman ' s need
42 Force
44 Texa, r iver
47 Al Jude

]_ City on the ·

48 Car-window item

Arno
8 Stammering sounds
9 Fo l iage

51 Speck of d us l
52 Sky Maste.rson's
game
55 Suffix for d~pent1
56 Most commo n writ:r,n
word

10 Scarlet 12. Anklebone

13 Li ke Cha ro

ANSWERS. p_a ge 17
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By JEFF MACNELLY

SHOE

-

:....~

Campus Services bid a fixed
annual rent of $175,000, or 7 .5
percent net sales, whichever is
greater. Campus Services plans
"major renovations and
refixiuring to maximize sales,"
according to its bid report.
College S-t-ores -bid _·a fi2<.ed
annual rate o( $50J)O0-:· plus percentages of net sales based
on the amount of those sales. If
the store earns up to $3 million
in net sales the U niversitv
would receive J percent.JSale~"i
over $4 million would retur·n 5
percent. College Stores-p:Ians to
discount supplies, hut not
texts.

011 JV5r l.lS~N
10 THIS,,, SOCI-I

COURAc,f, / YA
WANNA KNOW WHAT

YCIJ AR€-?...

\

Since that time, the Reagari
Administi•ation has stca'dfastly
refused to participate in or help
to fund the Preparatory
Commission or the proposed lnte1:national Seabed Author-:
ity_. On the contrary, it has
endeavored to set up an
intern at ion a I deep sea h c d
mining system outside of the
UN Convention, known as the ,
--~cciprocating States
Agreement:" Thus · far th is
effort has not heen successfuL
and even if it were, Tommy T.
B. Koh. President of UN Cf.OS
111, has threatened to take the
United Stated to the
I nternatic)nal Court of.Justice,
where it is fairlv 'c ertain that a
Reciprocating · States Agrce~ment would he declared illegal
and in contraventipn to
international law.
This places the United States
in a difficult dilemma. On the
one hand, it steadfastlv refuses
.to sign, much less n;tify, the
UN . Convenrion. On the other
hand _ it is ·una hie tosct up a
counter - svstem. H owe\cr.
there arc p1~opc)sals to establish
a unilateral. nat ional. deep
seahed ninin!.!. s\·stcm under the
:.Deep Scah~d · Hard M inernl
Resources Act ol 1980." But it
is douhtflu if such unilateral.
national action i ·nt1ld attract
sufficient funds to support deep ·
seabed mining, which costs
hctwccn $1.5 and -2 billion per
site heca use qf the
111 inc
uncerta in !<.:gal status or such
. an cndca\OL

/)a,·id / .. I.a rson is a pr<d£'ssur
<f Pulitirnl Science aT the
Unh·Nsity <~( J\'e 1r llam11shire.

P~GE NINETEEN
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Hoop sters doWn Yugo slavia
. Koopman and freshman Greg However, with four minutes
By Steve Langevin-remaining Ci bona began last ·
Going against the Cibona, Steele.
effort to catch the
ditch
to
lead
their
extended
H
UN
team
Yugoslavia basketball
12 at 34-22 on a jumper by Wildcats and cut the lead to
was a tall order for UN H, but it
responded well and came out another freshman Todd Black, five with a basket bv M laden
with a 66-59 victorv over the but Cibona then scored five Cetinja. Those were· the final
much taller Cibo.na squad straight points, _all from the point~ of the game for Cibona ·
foul-line, cutting the lead to and UNH _iced the game when
Saturday at Lundholm Gym.
Every UN H starter was .seven. After the teams traded Al McClain hit a pair. of free
seconds
going agains~ a taller opponent, baskets the half-time score read throws wi-th eleven
. remaining.
but despite that size UNH 36 Cibona 29.
UNH was led by Al McClain
The second half saw the
disadvantage UN H started the
game looking to get the ball outside shooting games of both with 18 p9ints and Dan Nolan ·
into their own big men Oan teams open up as McClain and . with .15. While Adnan Becic's
14 and Sve~ Usic's 13 led
Nolan, Ty Bridge and Dirk Black hit several for the Cibona.
.
.
o
k
j
a
R
d
n
a
s
t
a
c
d
I
W,i
Koopman. That strategy
Friel
Gerry
coach
head
H
UN
worked well for UN H 'as each Gospodnetic hit a couple . for
of them scored a basket in the Cibona. Neither team however felt his - teams overall
fi'rst two minutes of the game could put together more than performance was good, but
four points in a row, as UN H\ that they will have to play much
jumping to a 6-0 lead.
UN H raised the score to I0- lead stayed between five- and better to win . most of their
games this vear.
nine point s .
. 4, on a jumper by Al McClain,
Two bright spots for UNH
Then with 8:30 remaining in
only to see the Yugoslavs score
five straight points to cut the the game, UN H got the ball were the play of freshmen Todd
lead to one. Ahead 16-1 L the inside again and were rewarded Black (8 points) . and Greg
··
Wildcats struck for 10 straight with three quick baskets to Steele ( 12 points).
regular
their
opens
H
UN
Dirk Koopman (54) lays one in against Cibona, Yugoslavia in
more
a
to
lead
their
points, featuring good work raise
photo)
underneath by Nolan, comfortable 13 poin_i-s. season Nov. 26 at Brown an exhibition .game Satur_day. (Jim
..... _ ...
-- Millard
,University.

a

:;"
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Stude nts get their kicks
By Lisa M. Sinatra,
opponent for - points. One
A Karate 'Fearn at UNH? head judge position themselves
competitor is chosen at random
Sure.
to wear a red belt whjchallows
Not many people on campus arou nd th e perimeter witn
st eve the judges a means- of
know·that such a club exists UNH's in st ructor,
distinguishing between. the two.
. here. Although the team is Warren as one of th e judges.
Julie Bearce. a yellow belt, The competitors demonstrate
fairly young, the Shotokan
Club is quite popular and UNH explains th at th ere are two their ability to kick, punch and
nd
block his or her opponents.
sponsored its first Khoto-Kan phases of judging, th e Kata a
the Krumite. The Kata means Th ey must come as close as
Tournament on Saturday here
th
in New Hampshire Hall. U.NH form. Groups of ree men. or possible to a target area (face,
__ ,_ hosJed such, .teams as Cornell, . women ~re judged on pre- · stomach, knee) without ever
ammged blocks aRd ki-cks. hitting the opp·e>mtnt.- The
Georgian ~our(a""'n d Temple.
t judges show flags to represent
The Karate Team has b~en However, th e group tnuS
th
the winner. There is a dark side
a
in
moves
ese
operating here at UNH for perform
nd th e and light side to each -flag. The
three-years. There are about 40 synchronized fashion a
individuals participating on the judges look to see how dark . side of the flag when
team and instructor Steve accurately each movement is shown indicates that the winner
Warren · hold_s practices fi''8m performe4i"' The performances is the' person with' the red belt
3:3_0 to 5:~0 Mondays throµgh -.:- in Kata are given scores in and the light side sh.ows that the
terms of numbers l-lO ( IO comp.etitor without t·he red belt
h·
H
N
Fnda
·
·
amps ire l?eing ·perfect) and · the judges has won.
ew
Hall. ys _i_n
was
Team
Karate
UNH
The
each
after
scores
these
display_
white--'
Members of the Shotokan c,lub in action' Saturday at New
and
Two freshmen
. ..
Hampshire Hall. (Wayne Makecknie photo)
belt wear~rs, Craig Engelsen per(ormance. T~e head judge successful in last weekend's
and Dan Nickerson explain blows ·a whiSrle a nd simulta- · tournament. They beat· their
that each color represents a neously, each judge raises a last tournament's record
t a nd tremendously. Th~re are no set
certain level of skill. The colors number. The higheS
nd winners. in each tournament,
rd
· ' rnnge from white," beginners, to loweS t number is disca ed a
th
each team must wait until the
are
numbers
remaining
e
black belts indicating veterans.
th
(continued from page 20)
th
The levels begin with white averaged toge er for e total end. of the season to determine
the overall winner. .T herefo· re
tnen proceed to ,tellow green score.
I
The second pha'se of Karate _all teams must_be pres¢.nt.in alf'
•
· '
J
purple-~ brown and to the hardUN H con_trolled the play for Samansk-i pushed both the
earned black belt which judged is th e Kumite, or tournaments in ordertbcollect
much of the first period, with puck and Gillies into the net to
completes the training. The sparring. Sparring .-gives ~n points. l:INH's next tournad
good forechecking. keeping BG even the score ar 2-2.
techniques become increasing- opportunity for each in ividual ment wm be at Georgian Court
.
·
The game was . a sharp
from working'ihe puck out of
ly harder as you progress up :of a team to compete·againS t an · in February. ·
contrast between the eastern
their zone often.
· '
·
this ladder.
At the 14 minute mark BG's and western style of hockey,
Half of New Hampshire Hall
defenseman Garry Gallev withthelargerB Gteamhitting,
was set up for the competitors.
'trying
grabbing,
and
swept in on his backhand . H (Ii clutching
The stage displayed the flag of
~ho-twas stopped by Gillies. but to slow down the faster UN H · the .United States and the fla·g
the puck wa~- pried loose. and · . squad. BG repeatedly flipped
of China. A square is marked
apparently flipped into the net the pt1ck into the zone, letting
off in tape in the center of the
out,
if
dig
fowards
larger
their
by BG. but the ·goal judge ruled
and four jud,ges plus , one
gym
the puck had not -entered the while tJ NH tried to control the
By B. Doherty
puck by skating it in.
·
·
net.
meet most of the swimmers,
The University of New
With both . t~ams down cl
For a while it appeared that Hampshire's women's swim complained of fatigue and
In the second period BG tied
this score would stand, but at team remained undefeated with
the game up at 2:29. Dave · man Dan Kane field off a UNH
turned in less than inspiring
the ten minute mark UNH's a convincing IO 1-38 defeat of . performances. The exceptions,
Rander_son fought with Golden defender in the corner, and
fo_r _t~e puck to the right of passed the puck to Galley, who attack picked up. Peter Herms' Northeastern University on were New England Cham-·
Glliles. Randerson stripped the spun around, and flicked the shot bounced off the back Friday.
pionship quaJifiers Melissa
. puck loose. circled in front of puck just inside the near post, boards to Richmond at the left
At · a meet in which the
Lawrence and Martha Clohisy
_the net and flipped the puck past Gillies' left skate, at I0:39_- of the net. His sla pshot ticked outcome was never in doubt
in the 400 yard individual
Forty seconds into the third
off Douris and cay_ght the far Coach Carol Rowe was able to
between Gillies' pads.
medley, Amy Austin in the 100
With BG's George Roll out period BG widened the lead to corner, · bringing the ,dead use swimmers in other than yard backstroke, Emily Cole in
·
for elbowing at 6: I 2. UN H won 4-2 . With Gillies having lost his crowd alive again.
the· 500_yard freestyle and 200
their usual events. With an
UN H press·ed for the rest of important meet against Boston butterfly, and Clohisy in the
the faceoff back to Peter stick behind the net, the puck
Herms,who shoveled the puck came out to the point, where ~the game, but Kruzich came up C_ollege scheduled for Dec. 3rd, 200 freestyle. Jane Kelly also
with the big saves. ·
. t? Brian Byrnes who's blast was Mike Pikul's shot was stopped
_Coach Rowe was able to train did personal best times in both
stick
a
Without
.
pad
"We worked very hard, but her swimmers right through the the 500 and l 00 yard freestyles.
Gillies'
by
a
past
Barton
tipped by Paul
startled Kruzich, seven seconds to control the rebound. the · they are an excellent team, I competition against a. lesser
The meet against Boston
into the powe_rpl~y. to go ahead puck came out to BG's 'Jamie wouldn't be surprised to see opponent such as North- College should provide a much ·
them number one at the end of eastern .
. Wansbrough. who cut around
.
. .
2- !.
tougher challenge with only a
puck
th~
'ifted
~
the year." Sqid Holt. ·"Luckilv
an
crea_se,
the
a
after
later,
. Two . minutes
Without the let-up in . week of training after the
the season is still ahead of us:" training that usually precedes a Thanksgiving break available.
pileup in front df Gillies. John over the sprawled Gi-Jlies.

.

-------- ---H OCKE Y------ ----, ·

Swin i team drOWns
North easte rn

1
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Sports
!~:rling Green slips past UNH, twi~;,:.i:Uberg
By Ray Routhier

"'How does it feel?:' asked
coach Charlie Holt. '"It
feels like we 're 1-5."
"We kn .ow we've got
problems, so we have a lot of
work to do this week," said
Holt after · UN H's second
straight one . goal loss to
Bowling Green, 4-3, Saturday
n•ig.ht. _
..
Bowling Green peppereEl
UN H go_a lie Bruce Gillies for
the_ second night in a row,
getting 48 shots.
__
. UN H had several opportunities to score the tying goal in
the final period, but couldn 't

u NH

The Wildcats played only
one period of ho~~ey ag~in st
Bowling Green Fnday mghL
They scored three un~nswere_d .
goals in the third penod to tie
the game at 5-5, but lost 6-5 in
· overtime.
UNH played sloppily in the
overtime, but managed to shut
the Falcons out for 8:45.
Bowling Green was passing the
puc.k through _a crowd in front
of the net, as they'd done all
night. George Roll s~ated
behind the net where he was fed ,- .
the puck by Perry Braun. Roll

?Y

was practicly unn?ticed
the
defense, and he JUSt slid , the
puck in between_ t~e post and
goalie Bruce GIilies, for the
game winning goal.
.
UNH began the . overtime
period · witb a · powe·r play
opportunity, as BG 's _Ga!ry
Gallev was called' for tnppmg
at the end of regulation. T~e
Wildcats couldn't use their
passing well enough to set up
anv scoring chances, and the
power play slipped away.
After rhat, the bigger and
more aggressive Bowling Green
team kept hammering away at
th
UN H until ey scored. .
The W_irdcats had come from
a 5-2 deficit to tie the game in
the t-hird period. The only thing
UNH did differently in this
period was make fewer
mistakes, playing the game
they're capable of.
Freshman Mike , Golden
scored an unassisted goal at
about a minute into the period.
Golden broke away from the
defense and was . ska ting
towards the net. A f :alcon
defender dragged him down
justashegotthe5hotoff,~hich
beat goalie Wayne Collms to
the left side.
Two minutes later, David
Lee· sent Mark Doherty down
the left side with a nice lead
pass~ Doherty skated t_he puck
in with a man on him, and
scored · on a difficult angle shot
to the far corner. UNH was
-now within one, 5-4. with 16:48

ftii!:i!!f:;?/~~!ffi;:;;\r>_

"""".,,,,.,. ,"\%
44+,ij:; :1[;,i;:JI<Ji:i[i]liii/jM;J;:;l}I cash in on any of them . The

best of (hese was with eight
seconds left, when t,he puck lay
alone in the BG crease with
nobody in the net, but goalie
Gary Kruzich dove across the
crea.se to knock. the puck out of
· danger.
Earlier in the third period
with four minutes left, UNH
co-captain Paul Barton broke
down the left side all alone, but
he tried to fake Kruzich out.of
position, and was too d~ep to
shoot.
. UN H opened the ~coring two
minutes into the 1 first period .

.-,,,,.-.:... ,...... ,. . ,:,-:}•::

~;§:'.2 ______,l.._

_,___::!.;;=~~~~~D±

Dan Potter, (11) moves the puck while .being guarded by a BG de_fender, in action this weekend.
(Bob Fisher photo)

·

left in the game.
.
· entire BG team was bigger and played well aga.inst us." said
The tying goal eame dunng
more physical than UNH _'. . . Bowling Green c.oach Jerr-3/
one of ·u NH 's few sustained
.. Thev~re•. a good physical -York," Both teams had chances
drives of the game. Doherty
team,'; · said defenseman to win. Tommorow, I look for
took a slapshot which
Dwayne Robinson, "'We can another very close game."
rebou-nded high in the air .and
outskate them when we got the
Saturday night, York got -·
landed · in the_ crease. When puck, we got things going."
wh~t he was looking for. ·
:·
goalie Collins dove for the
·•rhvsicallv, the game_ was
puck. Ken ~hishohfflifted the
nothing com.pared to Michigan
puck over him to tje the game at
and Western Michigan ," said
15:25.
Holt. ..We would have got
.. When it was 5-5, it -was
hammered in their rink ."
anybody's game", said UNH
UNH had six power plays in
coach Charlie_Holt. .. We're too
this game, one' of which_was a
good a team to · get that far
two man advantage for two
behind ."
minutes. The Wildcats have not
One of UN H's most
played wdl on power plays ~II · By Ellen Praught
important mistakes was the , year. They did manage to fill
The UNH women's basketlack of back _checking by the
three penalties though.
ball team began their season
forwards. This was w9rsened
BG's Collins made 38 saves
· by the _fact that BowJing
to Gill-ies" 36, meaning UN H I a s t S a t u rd a y· w -i t h a n
overwhelming · win, -90-37
Green's- forwards ~ere
outshot the Falcons by one .
against
the University of
excellent back checkers. Th~
.. We can --play better. lJNH
Southern Maine .
Their goal for the season. an
NC,AA playoff birth , appears
well within their grasp. N inc
players, three of whori1 arc
starters, return from last year's
squad which boasted a 22-7,
EC AC Championship· team.
, The Wildcats _proved them - selves to be No. I in the
Northeast and in the top 30 in
the nation. Their newcomers
· include ,Kathy Shorey, Ellen
Griffith, and Denise Darling.
UN H was ready to start their
season with a vi~:"tory and they
never let Southern Mai nc
touch them. The game was
m a t k e d b y h u s t I c .a n d
quickness displayed by the
Wildcat backcourt. Their
transit ion game cont i nucd
from last year including
sophomore Margie Arnold and
the two Gulas sisters .
Because of these players .
Southern Maine was unable to
penetrate into the key which
resulted in many fast breaks for
UN H. Many of the Wildcat

The women's basketball team opened their season Saturday by trouncing Southern Maine; 9037 .(Wayne Makecknie photo)

Peter Douris took a pass from
James Richmond, and cut
down the left side. Faking a
pass to Mike Golden. who was
-ska.tirig down the center.
Douris lifted a backhander
·ver Kruzich,fortheonlyscorc
0
. of the first per,iod.
· ·HOCKEY, page 19

Women's hoop

-crushes S. Maine
steals ended i'n three point plays
which only boosted the score
higher.
Coach DeMarco_ was qui~k
to use the game as one for the
substitutes to gain experience
and playing time. As soon as
the Wildcats established a
commandi-ng lead ·she rotated
players freely .
·
The first half ended with the
score . of 46-26 which enabled
UNH ·10 concentrate on
executing plays ·and rotating
subs throughout the second
half.
The Wildcats played well,
· but . ii is already ob.vious that
the .team needs
work on their
frontcourt play. Their leading
scorer.. -· Theresa Redmond.
grad uatcd last year and her
departure has left a noticeable
i m pa Ct ~ p On , U N H's
bounding and defense under
the bas-kct. However, with
experience the combination of
Gail . Jackson and Kelly
Butterfield may be . able to
establish a stronger frontcourt
and filrRcdmond's gap.
High scorer of Saturday's
game was Gail Jackson with 25.
The Wildcat's next home ·
game . will be November·. Jo.against Bostqn CoUcgc at 7;00.
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